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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 
w ASIDNGTON, D.C. 20594 . 

MARINE ACCIDENT REPORT 

Adopted: Mareh 3, 1987 

CAPSIZING AND SINKING OF THE 
UNITED STATES DRILLSIDP GLOMAR JAVA SEA 

IN THE SOUTH CHINA SEA 
65 NAUTICAL MILES SOUTH-SOUTHWEST 

OF HAINAN ISLAND, PEOPLE1S REPUBLIC OF 
OCTOBER 25, 1983 

INTRODUCTION 

This accident was investigated jointly by the National Transportation Safety Board 
and the U.S. Coast Guard with the cooperation of the Bureau of Harbor Superintendents of 
the People's Republic of China. Hearings were held in Hong Kong from December 12 to 
December 14, 1983, and in Houston, Texas, from January 23 _to January 30 and on June 13 
and June· 14, 1984 •. This report is based on the factual information developed by the 
investigation. The Safety Board has considered all facts pertinent to the Safety Board's 
statutory responsibility to determine the cause or probable cause of the accident and to 
make recommendations. · 

The Safety Board's analysis and recommendations are made independently of the 
U.S. Coast Guard. To insure public awareness of all Safety Board recommendations and 
responses, a summary of all recommendatfons and responses is published in the Federal 
Register. 

SYNOPSIS 

About 2355 on October 25, 1983, the 400-foot-long United States drillship GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA capsized and sank during Typhoon LEX in the South China Sea about 65 
nautical miles south-southwest of Hainan Island, People's Republic of China. Of the 81 
persons who were aboard, 35 bodies have been located, and the remaining 46 persons are 
missing and presumed dead. The GLOMAR JAVA SEA currently is resting on the bottom 
of the sea in an inverted position in about 315 feet of. water; its estimated value was $35 
million. 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of the 
sinking of. the United States drillship GLOMAR JAVA SEA during Typhoon LEX was the 
decision by the master, the Atlantic Richfield Company drilling supervisor, and the Global 
Marine drilling superintendent to maintain the drillship at anchor at the well site with all 
nine anchors, which subjected the vessel to the full force of the storm and allowed it to 
capsize to starboard as a result of severe rolling while experiencing a 15° starboard list 
from an undetermined cause. Contributing to the large loss of life was the failure of the 
master, the Atlantic Richfield Company drilling supervisor, and the Global Marine drilling 
superintendent to evacuate nonessential personnel from the GLOMAR JAVA SEA before 
the weather conditions deteriorated sufficiently to make evacuation dangerous. 
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INVESTIGATION 

There were no survivors from this accident who could provide information regarding 
the events aboard the drillship leading to the sinking of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. The 
description of events was compiled from the testimony of shoreside personnel who had 
voice radio communications (MARISAT 1/ and single sideband (SSB)), the master of the 
NANHAI 205 who had voice radio communications {SSB and very high frequency (VHF)) 
with personnel aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, and printed radio communications (SSB) 
received ashore. 

1be Accident 

On October 22, 1983, the United States drillship GLOMAR JAVA SEA (see figure 1) 
was moored in about 315 feet of water in the South China Sea about 65 nautical miles 
(nmi) south-southwest of Sanya on Hainan Island, People's Republic of China {PRC), 
drilling an exploratory well for ARCO 2/ China, Inc. (See figuJ,"e 2.) The weather at the 
drillship location was 6-knot (kn) winds from the northwest, 2-foot-high waves from the 
northwest, and 5-foot-high swells 3/ from the northeast. The drillship was rolling about 
2° and pitching about 2°. !/ The eiploratory well was part 9f_.a joint contract among the 
China National Offshore Oil Company (CNOOC), wholly owned by the PRC; Sante Fe 
Minerals (ASIA), a subsidiary of Sante Fe International Corporation; and ARCO China, 
Inc., a subsidiary of the Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO). The 400-foot-long 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA was owned by Global Marine Deepwater Drilling, Inc., and was 
operated by Global Marine Drilling Company. The .owner and the operator both were 
subsidiaries of Global Marine, Inc., of Houston, Texas. Eighty-one persons, including the 
ARCO drilling supervisor, the Global Marine assistant rig manager, the Global Marine 
drilling superintendent, and the master, were aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. Of the 
81 persons, there were 37 U.S. citizens, 35 PRC citizens, 4 British citizens, 2 Singaporean 
citizens, 1 Canadian citizen, 1 Australian citizen, and 1 Philippine citizen. (See 
appendix A.) 

At 1630 local time 5/ on October 22, the Meteorological Service Company (METEO), 
a PRC weather reporting service under contract to ARCO to prepare meteorological and 
oceanographic forecasts for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and ARCO China's headquarters in 
Zhanjiang, PRC, issued a forecast stating that a tropical depression (less than 34-kn 
winds) which was located 420 nmi to the east of the drillship, had been upgraded to a 
tropical storm (34 to 47 kns) and was moving west-northwest at 10 kns with the center of 
the storm expected to pass to the south of Sanya about 0200 on October 24. (See 
figure 2.) The ARCO drilling superintendent in Zhanjiang later testified that on 
October 22 he discussed securing the well before the forecast arrival of the storm with 
the ARCO supervisor aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. When he talked to the ARCO 
supervisor, the ARCO supervisor told him that they already had begun the first phase of 
preparing for the storm, the process of hanging off [ 5] • fl/ At 1000, they had begun a 

!/ An international satellite communications system. 
2/ ARCO is the acronym for Atlantic Richfield Company. 
"!/ Swells are waves generated at some· distance away from the observed area. 
4/ Roll is the transverse angular motion of the vessel. Pitch is longitudinal angular 
motion of the vessel. The roll and pitch reported by the crew was measured from the 
perpendicular to one side. 
5/ All times herein are local time (+8 hours from Greenwich mean time) based on a 24-
iiour clock unless otherwise stated. 
6/ Numbers in brackets after words or phrases refer to the glossary in appendix B. · 
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trip [ 8] to change the bit [ l] on the approximately 10,500-foot drill string [ 3] • After 
changing the bit, they planned to run about 6,300 feet of drill string back into the hole to 
the level of the- casing [ 2] and be hung off by midnight. 

The 1800 METEO forecast stated that the tropical storm would have maximum 
winds of 50 kns, gusting to 60 kns. The forecast concluded with the statements, "The 
tropical storm will influence this operation area. Pay attention to it." At 0100 on 
October 23, the crew of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA began the second phase of preparing for· 
the storm by disconnecting and pulling the marine riser [ 7] aboard the drillship. This 
process was completed at 1015. The 1030 METEO forecast stated that at 0800 the storm 
was located about 300 nmi to the east of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA moving west-northwest 
at 8 kns and that the center of the storm would pass to the north of Sanya about 1400 on 
October 24. At 1200, the weather at the drillship location was 9-kn winds from the north, 
2-foot waves from the north, and 2-f oot swells from the northeast. 

On the morning of October 23, the storm took a northerly course and in the 
afternoon changed direction to a southwesterly course. and slowed to 2 kns. The 1630 
METEO forecast predicted that the storm would pass over the northern part of Hainan 
Island with winds of 40 kns gusting to 50 kns. The stor·m continued to move slowly to the 
southwest until 2000 on October 24 when it picked up speed tO 7 kns and started moving 
due west. However, the METEO forecasts issued on October 24 continued to predict that 
the storm would pass over or near the northern part of Hainan Island. At 2000, Tokyo 
Weather Service, a Japanese weather service under contract to Global Marine to provide 
weather information to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, upgraded the tropical storm (34 to 47 
kns) to a severe tropical storm (48 to 63 kns). However, the crew of the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA did not learn that the storm was heading west at 7 kns until they received the 
METEO forecast at 0730 on October 25. The forecast stated that at 0500, the storm was 
centered about 170 nmi east of the drillship, that it was moving west-northwest at 7 kns, 
that it would pass to the north of Sanya during the night, and that it would seriously 
influence the drillship.'s operation. The forecast predicted the conditions at the drillship 
during the upcoming night to be winds of 41 to 55 kns from the northwest, seas of 13 to 16 
feet from the northwest, and a swell of 16 to 20 feet from the northwest. At 0800, the 
environmental conditions at the drillship location were 25- to 30-kn winds and 18- to . 
26-foot waves from the north-northwest; the drillship was rolling 14°. 

About 0800, a Chinese meteorologist at the Nanhai West Oil Company 
(NHWOC) !/ offices in Zhanjiang predicted that the .tropical storm would pass near the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA and would not turn to the northwest as predicted by METEO. The 
manager of the NHWOC liason office relayed this information to the ARCO drilling 
superintendent in Zhanjiang and suggested that ARCO move the drillship. The manager 
stated that the drilling superintendent replied that ARCO would not move the drillship 
because the METEO forecasts predicted the storm would turn to the northwest, and that 
besides there was nowhere for the drillship to seek shelter: Hainan Island to the 
northwest was where the center of the storm was predicted to go, to the southwest was 
the unfriendly territory of Vietnam, and to the southeast or northeast was the approaching 
storm. The <frilling superintendent testified that although the NHWOC manager did 
discuss the weather situation with him on the morning of October 25, the request to move 
the drillship did not come until 1500. 

7 / Nanhai West Oil Company was the local subsidiary of the China National Offshore Oil 
Company and was responsible for the joint management of the oil exploration with ARCO. 
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At 1100, the manager of Nanhai West Shipping Company (NHWSC) '§_/in Zhanjiang 
telephoned the ARCO logistics manager in Zhanjiang, who was a liaison official for the 
supply vessels-contracted for by ARCO from NHWSC, and asked the ARCO logistics 
manager what measures ARCO was taking to protect the NANHAI 205, the supply vessel 
standing by 9/ the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, from the typhoon. The NHWSC manager said the 
ARCO logistics manager told him that the storm was not a typhoon (over 63 kns) but a 
tropical storm (34 to 63 kns), that the drillship was not intending to move off the well 
location or to evacuate any personnel, and that the NANHAI 205 was to stand by the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA to give assistance if necessary. 

The 1330 METEO forecast indicated that the storm, which at 1100 was about 120 
nmi to the east of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, would pass about 30 nmi to the north of the 
drillship during the night with 60-kn winds gusting to 75 kns. At 1600, the environmental 
conditions at the drillship were 45- to 50-kn winds from the north, 38-foot waves from 
the northwest, and 30-foot swells from the northeast. The drillship was rolling 15°, 
pitching 4°, and heaving 10/ 24 feet. At 1830, the ARCO drilling superintendent at 
Zhanjiang called the ARCO drilling supervisor aboard- the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. The 
ARCO drilling superintendent testified as follows: 

The conversation was, the storm by the later weather forecast should 
pass over the vicinity of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA sometime during the 
night ••• at that time ••• the ARCO supervisor, said the rig [ GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA] was ridirig good and was having no difficulties. And he felt 
comfortable or everyone felt comfortable. 

During this discussion, it came about where the work boat [NANHAI 
2Q5] was. He said it is standing by, it is standing by the rig. He didn't 
say any specific distance. And that they had their regular hourly radio 
communication. 

* * * 
And the end of the conversation ended up was that [if] the storm passed 
over and the sea <?onditions got too rough, and to think about the 
personnel they would do whatever was necessary to protect the people on 
board. 

The ARCO drilling superintendent then went home for the night leaving the Chinese radio 
operator as the only ARCO employee on duty. 

At 1900, the master of the NANHAI 205 talked to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA on VHF 
radio. The master of the NANHAI 205 made the following statement: 

At 1900 hour, I talked with JAVA SEA by VHF. JAVA SEA asked: "How 
{.ar_are you from us now?" I said 5 nautical miles. The first mate of my 
vessel asked the radio operator on board JAVA SEA: "How many degrees 
is your ship rolling?" The answer was 9 to 10 degrees. 

8/ A subsidiary of Nanhai West Oil Company. 
~/ ARCO had contracted with Nanhai West Shipping Company to provide two offshore 
supply vessels at all times. One supply vessel remained with the GLOMAR JAVA SEA at 
all times while the second vessel was in port loading supplies. 
10/ Heave is the vertical movement of a vessel in waves. 
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At 2010, the master of the NANHAI 205 again talked to the drillship. He stated: 

When we talked to • • • [the] interpreter onboard JAVA SEA, [the 
interpreter] said: ''The rice bowls in the dining room can not keep 
stable. The ship is rolling about 20 to 30°." At that time, there was 
more than 12 scale [ 64 knots] of eddy wind, 8.6 to 11 meters of wave 
height. My vessel was rolling more than 40°, the vessel was up and down 
in the wave. 

The Chinese radio operator in the ARCO office in Zhanjiang made the following 
statement: 

At 2100 to 2115 hour, I talked with the drillship and I relaid (sic) to the 
radio operator on board the drillship the requests of General Dispatch 
Office of Production and Operation Dept. of NHWOC of getting the 
weather information around the drillship. After that, I relaid (sic) to the 
General Dispatch Office the informations I got from the radio operator 
on board the drillship which read as follows:. 10 scale [ 48 to 55 kns] of 
wind force with 11 scale [ 56 to 63 kns] of ~s~-wind, 330° of wind 
direction, 37 feet of wave height with maximum of 39 feet, 330° of wave 
direction 50° of swell direction, 30 feet of swell height. At about 2140 
hour, the General Dispatch Office requested_ me to get the weather 

· informations then around the drillship and then relaid (sic) to them. I 
said: ''I just asked for this not long ago, the signal is not so good, I am 
afraid that the radio operator on board the drillship will not be happy if I 
call him frequently. Please wait for a moment." At about 2200 hour, I 
called the drillship, and I relaid (sic) to the radio operator on board the 
drillship the requests of the General Dispatch Office. After a while, the 
radio operator said that the weatherman did not start to record, had not 
idea then (sic). At about 2210 hour, I talked with the drillship, the main 
points of what the radio operator said are as follows: "The wind and 
wave are most heavy now, the ship is rolling and pitching. Waves are 
beating on the deck with sound like thundering. Please pay attention to 
keep contact." At 2220 hour the drillship called my radio. The radio 
operator on board the drillship said: "The captain had already asked for 
weather information. But the time for receiving weather forecast did 
not reach them and asked me to turn an the punching machine for 
automatic record when the time for receiving was reached (At 2230 hour 
to 2300 hour is the time for Guangzhou Meteorological Service company 
to release the weather forecast). At 2~37 hour, I called the drillship and 
asked the radio operator on board the ship if necessary for me to resend 
the weather telex to him. He asked me waiting for a moment. At about 
2250 hour, the drillship called me and the radio operator on board the 
11essel said that the weather telex had checked and had sent out (means 
had sent to the captain), and informed me not necessary to resend the 
\'feather telex. At 2255 hour, I talked with the radio operator on board 
the drillship, I asked how was him and the ship? He said the ship was 
still the same. Wind and wave were heavy and the ship· was rolling and 
pitching very much. He himself was still OK. Also I asked him if he had 
any other things. When I learned there was not any other things, then 
concluded the conversation. 
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At 2300 hour, just before I got off duty, I left a message on a piece of 
paper to next shift. The main points are: " [to the relief radio operator] 
there is typhoon at night, JAVA SEA was rolling very much, attention 
shall be paid to watch the drillship and TianDu [Sanya] Radio at night. 
If there is anything, please telephone the General Dispatch Office or 
related person in ARCO." 

The Chinese radio operator at the ARCO Tian Du radio which is located near Sanya 
made the following statement: 

At 2300. hour, JAVA SEA called my Radio. [The radio operator aboard 
the JAVA SEA] said: "Wind and Wave are too heavy now, the drilling 
superintendent has asl<ed us to put on lifejacket. Please pass this to 
Zhanjiang". 

At 2300 hour, I called ARCO Zhanjiarig Radio, but there was not answer. 

At 2308 hour, I made a long distance teler;>h.one call to the operator who 
was on duty in telephone exchange of Nanhai West Oil Co. and asked him 
to look for • • • the responsible person in charge of ARCO Tian Du 
employee Group. The operator said: ''It is raining heavily. Only myself 
is now on duty, I can not leave and go out to look for him, but I can look 
for him by using telephone. 

At 2310 hour, I called JAVA SEA, but there was not answer, neither 
there wa.5 answer from Nanhai 205. 

At 2312 hour, I informed the above information to [the person in charge 
of the ARCO Tian Du Employee Group] by telephone. 

At 2315 hour, I called JAVA SEA for long time, but there was not 
answer, neither there was answer from "Nanhai 205". 

At 2316 to 2325 hour, I called ARCO Zhanjiang Radio and JAVA SEA 
continuously, but no answer. I told that to [the person in charge of the 
ARCO Tian Du Employment Group]. 

The master of the NANHAI 205 stated the following: 

At 2315 hour, wind force was 40M/S [_78 kns], atmospheric pressure was 
1001 MB. 11 meters of wave height. My vessel talked with JAVA SEA, 
and informed the radio operator on board JAVA SEA the No. 16 typhoon 
[LEX] warning issued by Hainan Weather Station. I asked the radio 
operator on board JAVA SEA "How are you?" The radio operator on 
board JAVA SEA said:" Still Ok," and then he let ·the interpreter talk 
wiffi me. [The interpreter] said: "Do you have any requirement?" I 
said: "Wind and wave are heavy now, my vessel is rolling 30° to 40°. I 
am in a dilemma, the only way is to sail against wind." ·Then JAVA SEA 
asked my vessel to check the SSB, when found it was working normally, 
then it said it's better to use VHF to talk, in case if VHF was not clear, 
then switched to SSB. At that time, my vessel was 16.2 nautical miles 
away from JAVA SEA. At 2400 hour, my vessel's location was in 
16° 58'7 N, 109°04'3 E, according to satellite positioning. We used VHF 
to call JAVA SEA, but there was not answer. 
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After talking to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA at 2315, the master of the NANHAI 205 
turned off his vessel's SSB. When the assistant manager of NHWOC, who was on duty in 
the NHWOC offices, learned that radio contact was lost with the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, he 
sent someone to find a radio operator for ARCO's radio in Zhanjiang. The new operator 
came on duty at 2330 and also was unsuccessful in making radio contact with the drillship. 

At 2341 {1041 c.d.t.), the Global Marine assistant rig manager, who normally was 
stationed in Zhanjiang but happened to be aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, made a 
MARISAT call to his drilling group vice president in Houston, Texas. The drilling group 
vice president's administrative assistant, who overheard the conversation on a speaker 
phone, testified as follows: 

As best as I can recall, the initial communication was made by the radio 
operator on board the JAVA SEA. And when the connection was made, 
he indicated that he was making a call on behalf of [the assistant rig 
manager]. 

After a slight pause, [the assistant rig manager] came to the radio and 
indicated to [the drilling group vice presid~mt] that they were 
experiencing a 15 degree starboard list and that he had not determined 
what the cause of that list was. 

He [the assistant rig manager then indicated to the drilling group vice 
president that] the winds are blowing approximately 70 to 75 knots over 
the bow. 

[The group vice president] said: "W_hat do you mean that you can't 
determine the list, can't determine the reason for the list? Have you had 
your engineering people checking out the tanks and finding out if you are 
taking on water?" 

[The assistant rig manager] : ''Yes, we have had the engineering people 
researching that. We have not found the reason." 

[The group vice president]: "Are they continuing to search?" 

[The assistant rig manager] : "Yes, they are." 

[The group vice president]: "What is your mud situation on the starboard 
tank?" 

[The assistant rig manager] : "We're dumping the mud." 

[The group vice president]: "Okay." And then at that time [ 2346] the 
transmission was cut off. 

[The group vice president] stayed on the line for some time afterwards, 
but we never could regain the contact. And then we hung up the phone 
at our end and the transmission was completed. 

A later survey of the wreck of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA on the bottom of the South China 
Sea showed that two of the drillship's clocks stopped at 2355. Between 2351 on 
October 25 and 0016 on October 26, the drilling group vice president attempted 
unsuccessfully 28 times to reestablish contact with the GLOMAR JAVA SEA via 
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MARISAT. After 20 more attempts between 0017 and 0217, he called the U.S. Coast 
Guard (USCG) Rescue Coordination Center (RCC) in San Francisco at 0220 which, in turn, 
at 0357, notif-ied the RCC at Kadena Air Force Base, Okinawa, Japan, of the loss of 
communication with the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. 

Meanwhile, both the ARCO Tian Du and Zhanjiang radio operators were attempting 
unsuccessfully to contact the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and NANHAI 205 on SSB. At 0025 on 
October 26, the ARCO radio operator in Zhanjiang telephoned the ARCO interpreter who 
woke the ARCO operations manager and the ARCO drilling superintendent in their hotel 
rooms. The operations manager and drilling superintendent immediately went to the 
ARCO offices in Zhanjiang about 10 minutes away. At 0230, the operations manager 
telephoned the ARCO China vice president and general manager, who happended to be in 
Hong Kong, and notified him of the situation. The ARCO vice president then attempted 
unsuccessfully to contact the GLOMAR JAVA SEA through the MARISAT operator in 
Tokyo, Japan. About 0930, the ARCO vice president received a telephone call from his 
principal in Los Angeles, California, who told the vice president that Global Marine had 
been unable to contact the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and had contacted the USCG. A few 
minutes later, the ARCO vice president received a call from the Global Marine drilling 
group vice president concerning his MARISAT call at 2341 on. October 25. The ARCO vice 
president then relayed this information to the ARCO drilling superintendent in Zhanjiang. 

Search and Rescue Efforts 

At 0357 on October 26, the USAF RCC at Kadena Air Force Base on Okinawa (see 
figure 2) was notified by the USCG in San Francisco that the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was 
listing 15° at position 17°17' N. latitude 108°53' E. longitude, was in the path of Typhoon 
LEX, and had not communicated with anyone since 2346 on October 25~ About 0500, 
Kadena called Global Marine in Houston to obtain a detailed description of the drillship, 
the vessel's call sign--WFDS--and information on the drillship's radios and radio 
frequencies. After obtaining this information, Kadena issued an urgent marine 
information broadcast requesting any information regarding the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and 
attempted unsuccessfully to contact the GLOMAR JAVA SEA via a WC-130 airplane 
which was within 300 nmi of the last known position of the drillship. 

At 0620, the master of the NANHAI 205 turned on his SSB radio after having 
attempted all night to contact the GLOMAR JAVA SEA on the vessel's VHF radio. At 
0650, the ARCO Tian Du i·adio operator overheard the .NANHAI 205 attempting to call the 
drillship and made contact with the NANHAI 205. At 0705, the NANHAI 205 was 
requested by ARCO and NHWOC to return to the well location and search for the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA. 

About 0830, both ARCO China and NHWOC requested that the ARCO Bell 212 
helicopters in Sanya conduct a search for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA; however, at 0918 they 
were informed that the helicopters could not fly under the poor weather conditions. At 
1020, the ARCO operations manager and the managing director of NHWOC met to discuss 
a search ant! rescue plan. It was decided that the ARCO operations manager, the ARCO 
drilling superintendent, the ARCO logistics manager, the NHWOC assistant manager, the 
NHWOC liaison office manager and several other representatives from both ARCO and 
NHWOC would proceed to Sanya to set up a search and rescue coordination center. Since 
the Zhanjiang airport was closed and Hainan Straits were closed to ferry traffic due to the 
typhoon, it was decided that the NHWOC assistant manager, the ARCO drilling 
superintendent, and the ARCO logistics manager would proceed to Sanya aboard the 
supply vessel NANHAI 209 and the others would follow when the Zhanjiang and Sanya 
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airports were open. The N:HWOC then reported the situation to the China National 
Emergency Committee of the State Council of the PRC, which, in an emergency, has the 
authority to mobilize and coordinate a search utilizing the Chinese Navy, Air Force, and 
Army, and shipping companies and oil companies. 

After the NANHAI 205 arrived at the well location and did not find the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA, it reported at 1112 that "8 big buoys and 3 small buoys are found. Maybe 
drillship cut off chains and went away." This information was passed onto Kadena, and 
the PRC Navy was requested to begin a search for the drillship. At 1150, the NANHAI 
205 found three lifejackets belonging to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, and at 1300, the 
NANHAI 205 found a large rubber bumper belonging to the drillship. (See figure 3.) At 
1400 as the weather and sea conditions improved, the PRC Navy activated four ships and 
an airplane to search for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. When the NANHAI 205 returned to 
the well location at 1845, the crew found a fuel slick in the water and smelled fuel oil. 
About 1850 the first PRC Navy ship arrived at the well location. 

At 0430 on October 27, a commercial airplane reported to the Hong Kong Marine 
Department that an intermittent distress signal on 121.5 mHz was heard at 2140 on 
October 26 about 60 to 70 nmi east of Da Nang, Vietnam. This information was passed on 
to Kadena. It was later determined that a distress signal trans.mitted from that location 
could not have come from the GLOMA~ JAVA SEA's emergency position indicating radio 
beacon (EPIRB). At 0643 on October 27, Kadena alerted its search and rescue airplanes 
and at 0747 launched a P-3 airplane with an estimated time en route of 3 hours. The P-3 
spent 6 hours searching the drill site using a 25-nmi track spacing at an altitude of 300 to 
400 feet. The area covered was bounded approximately by 14°'30' N. latitude on the south, 
30 nmi off the Vietnam coast on the east, 18° N. latitude on the north, and 110° E. 
longitude on the west. Due to the poor weather conditions, most of the unsuccessful 
search was conducted by radar. During the afternoon of October 27, a Singaporean ship 
about 200 nmi southeast of Saigon, Vietnam (see figure 2), en route from Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates, to Kobe, Japan, reported to the Marine Department of Hong Kong that it 
had received a distress signal on 500 kHz at 1307 on October 27. The distress si~al 
included the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's call signal, WFDS, and a position of 17 .41 N., 
107 .42° E. (about 70 nmi to the northwest of the well location). (See figure 3.) A vessel 
was sent to locate the source of the signal, but it was not found. 

At 1345, Kadena launched a second search airplane which spent 4. 7 hours searching 
the drill site using a 16-nmi track spacing at an altitude of 500 feet. The area to the 
south and east of the well location was searched with negative results. About 1400, the 
NANHAI 205 began a fathometer survey of the ocean floor within the drillship's anchor 
buoys. At 1500, the weather conditions improved at Sanya and the ARCO operating 
manager new on a British Petroleum Sikorsky 61 helicopter from Zhanjiang to Sanya. The 
NANHAI 209 with the other members of the search team arrived in Sanya about 1600, and 
the ARCO assistant manager arrived at 1700. About the same time, the NANHAI 205's 
fathometer survey had located a wreck about the size of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA about 
1,400 feet to the southwest of the well location but within the buoy pattem. It was later 
determined that- the wreck was actually 1,650 feet to the southwest. (See figure 4.) At 
2023, Kadena was informed of the distress message on 500 kHz from a position northwest 
of the well location. 

At 0615 on October 28, Kadena launched a third airplane which spent 11.5 hours 
searching using a 3.6-nmi track spacing at an altitude of 600 feet. The area searched was 
about 30 by 30 · nmi near the reported position of the 500-kHz distress message with 
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negative results. In the meantime, the weather had improved so that the ARCO Bell 212 
helicopters and the British Petroleum helicopter began searching the area of the 500-kHz 
distress call. At 0950, one of the ARCO helicopters spotted an overturned white lifeboat 
with its propeller showing but no survivors visible in position 17°'23' N. latitude, 108° 
20' E. longitude about 40 nmi east-southeast of the 500-kHz reported position and 35 nmi 
west-northwest of the well location. ARCO immediately dispatched the NANHAI 209 to 
the overturned lifeboat. However, the lifeboat was not located again. At 1315, Kadena 
launched a fourth aircraft which spent 10.4 hours searching the drill site using a 2-nmi 
track spacing at an altitude of 400 feet. The area searched was about 40 by 40 nmi near 
the reported position of the overturned lifeboat. At 1816, the SUI JIU 201 recovered an 
empty liferaft belonging to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA in position 17°'24' N., 108°E., and at 
1946, a U.S. military airplane reported sighting fia.shing strobe lights and two liferafts in 
position 17°31' N., 107°56' E. A vessel was sent to the location of the strobe lights by the 
Hong Kong Marine Department but did not find any liferafts. About midnight, a side scan 
sonar from British Petroleum Company arrived in Sanya and was transferred to the 
NANHAI 205. 

On October 29, Kadena launched six airplanes at. 0047, 0715, 0904, 1150, 1943, and 
2153. The areas searched were to the north and west of the well location. The total 
search time was about 50 hours. At 1000, the NAN.HAI 205 began a side scan sonar survey 
of the wreck. At 1020, the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's EPIRB, which had operated properly, 
was recovered by a PRC Navy ship in position 17'32' N, 107°'.38' E about 10 nmi southwest 
of where the 500 kHz distress signal was report.ed. At 1530, the helicopters which had 
been searching since daylight departed the area to return to Sanya because of bad 
weather. At 1709, a U.S. military airplane spotted a fresh dye marker and a possible 
survivor in the water in position 17°'27' N, 107°54' E about 25 nmi west-northwest of the 
reported position of the overturned lifeboat. The SALVANQUISH reached the area at 
1855 but found nothing. The next morning, the SALVANQUISH and the helicopters 
searched the area but found nothing. On October 30, Kadena launched two airplanes 
which searched for 21 hours with negative results. Also, on October 30, the side scan 
sonar was switched from the NANHAI 205 to the NANHAI 209. 

On October 31, the search continued with three military airplanes from Kadena, the 
three helicopters from Sanya, the PRC Navy ships, and other vessels. Also, the side scan 
sonar survey was completed with the ARCO personnel confident that they had identified 
the wreck of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. The active search continued until November 4 
with one U.S. military airplane on November 1, three. military airplanes on November 2, 
two military airplanes on November 3, and two military airplanes on November 4. The 
active search was suspended at 2007 on November 4 with U.S. military planes having 
conducted 23 search patterns, having flown ov~r 238 hours, and having covered over 
72,000 square miles of ocean. The PRC Navy searched with 22 vessels and 3 airplanes, 
and the Chinese fishing fleet around Hainan Island was mobilized to participate in the 
search. Kadena RCC determined the probability of detecting a lifeboat was over 90 
percent and the life expectancy of a survivor in the water was 3 to 4 days. 

From '"October to early December 1983, Global Marine in Houston maintained a 
24-hour communications watch to coordinate all information received from ARCO China 
and Kadena RCC. The SALV ANQUISH, under charter to Global Marine, continued 
searching until November 6. 
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Total 

81 
0 
0 

81 

The GLOMAR JAVA SEA sank upside down in about 315 feet of water about 
1,650 feet southwest of its anchored position over the well and is resting on the sea floor 
in an inverted position. Underwater videotapes of the sunken drillship were taken during 
November 1983 and March 1984. The videotapes showed a major structural failure 
amidships on the starboard side. The fracture ran from the main deck plating, down the 
starboard side shell plating, and into the bottom plating. The videotapes also showed a 
major deformation of the lower side shell plating for about 15 feet forward and 25 feet 
aft of the fracture and some damage to the shell plating near the bow. The drill tower 
was missing and the deckhouse was damaged. The value of the drillship was estimated at 
$35 million. 

Crew Information 

Pursuant to the contract between Global Marine Drilling Company and ARCO China 
Inc., Global Marine provided personnel for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA while at sea and 
during drilling operations. These personnel serviced a deck department, an engineering 
department, a steward's department, and a drilling department. The GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA's master headed the deck department, which included one radio operator, one 
boatswain, one able seaµtan, and one physician assistant--all U.S. nationals--and two 
interpreters, two radio operators, and two ordinary seamen-all PRC nationals. {See 
appendix C.) 

The chief engineer headed the engineering department, which included two licensed 
assistant engineers and two oilers--all U.S. citizens--and one oiler trainee, a PRC 
national. A U.S. national headed the steward's department which included three 
cooks--one U.S. national and two PRC nationals. 

The Global Marine drilling crew was headed by the drilling superintendent and 
included two toolpushers, two crane operators, two derrickmen, two assistant derrickmen, 
two drillers, one sub-sea engineer, one electrician, one electronic technician, one rig 
mechanic, two fioormen, and one storekeeper--all U. S. citizens--and five utility men, 
four roughnecks, eight roustabouts, one assistant derrickman trainee, and one welder 
trainee-all PRC nationals. At the time of the accident, the Global Marine assistant rig 
manager, who normally was based in Zhanjiang, was on board the drillship making him the 
most senior -Global Marine management person on the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. 

The contract between ARCO China Inc., and the CNOOC required that PRC 
nationals be hired in entry level positions and trained for various positions on drill rigs. 
ARCO also employed contractors who provided support services i.e., supply vessels, 
helicopters, weather forecasting services, and sub-contractors, such as mud loggers, mud 
engineers, and div-ers. ARCO China's representatives included a senior drilling supervisor, 
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who also held a valid USCG license as master of column stabilized or self-elevating 
mobile drilling vessels with a radar endorsement, a senior geologist, and a senior drilling 
engineer. A PRC geologist also was aboard. 

At the time of the accident, 81 persons were on board the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. 
Each person aboard the drillship, except the master, chief engineer, Global Marine drilling 
superintendent, and ARCO personnel, worked a 28-day tour, working 7 days a week, 12 
hours each day, and then rotated off the vessel for 28 day's vacation. The master,-chief 
engineer, Global Marine drilling superintendent, and ARCO personnel worked similar tours 
except they were on 24-hour call. About 25 percent of the crew rotated for vacation 
each week on Thursday. 

Vessel Information 

Description.--The 400-foot-long GLOMAR JAVA SEA entered into service in 1975 
as the sixth and final drillship in a series of similar designs beginning with the GLOMAR 
GRAND ISLE, which was built in 1967. All six vessels were designed as drillships by 
Global Marine, Inc., and were built by Levingston Shipbuilding Company of Orange, 
Texas. The vessels were U.S. registered, certificated by the USCG, and classed by the 
American Bureau of Shipping (ABS). The GLOMAR GRAND ISLE met the structural 
requirements contained in the 1967 ABS Rules for Building and Classing Steel Vessels and 
approval under the 1967 Rules was extended to the other vessels in the series, including 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, after account was taken of any modifications to the basic 
design. 

The GLOMAR JAVA SEA was a drillship of conventional hull form. (See 
figures 5 and 6.) The stem section contained a deckhouse on the main deck and above and 
machinery spaces located below the main deck. The main deck level of the deckhouse 
contained crew staterooms for about 26 persons, the ship's hospital, a welding shop, 
steward's stores, an electric shop, a machine shop, and small parts stores. The poop deck 
level was located one level above the main deck and contained the crew's rriessroom, 
lounge, galley, and refrigerated stores. The boat deck, located one level above -the poop 
deck, was comprised entirely of crew staterooms for about 26 persons; the ship's two 
lifeboats, one on the port side and one on starboard, could be boarded on the boat deck 
just outside the deckhouse. The superstructure deck was located one level above the boat 
deck and contained spaces for the emergency diesel generator, air conditioning 
machinery, offices and staterooms for the Global Marine drilling superintendent and the 
ARCO drilling supervisor, and crew staterooms for about 12 persons. The navigation deck 
was the next level up and contained the radio room, the radio operator's stateroom, the 
chart room which contained the mooring system master controls, crew staterooms for 
about 10 persons, 11/ and the master's office and stateroom. The next level contained the 
helicopter-bridge deck; the pilothouse (bridge) was situated at the forward end of this 
deck and contained the vessel's steering controls, engine order telegraph, radar, and 
ship-to-ship radio. A helicopter platform 83 feet wide and 94 feet long was located aft of 
the pilotho~e:_ Two inflatable llferafts with hydrostatic releases were installed on the 
outboard sides, one port and one starboard, of the helicopter platform. 

The machinery spaces were situated on the two deck levels below the main deck and 
contained the propulsion motors, ship's service and propulsion diesel generator sets, 
switchboards and distribution panels, engineering control room, and pumps and valve 
manifolds for the fuel oil, drillwater, bilge, and ballast piping systems. 

!!/ Additional berthing for 10 crewmembers was contained in the forecastle, one deck 
below the main deck. 
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Located forward of the machinery spaces was the tubular steel drill pipe storage 
area. It extended from the engineroom's forward bulkhead to just aft of the drill well [ 4] 
and from the-ships tank top up to the underside of the main deck. Above the drill pipe 
storage area and forward of the deckhouse at the boat deck level was the casing rack 
storage platform area which extended forward from the deckhouse to just aft of the drill 
well. The derrick structure and associated drilling machinery were located midships 
above the drill well beginning at the main deck and extending 142 feet high. Two pedestal 
mounted, diesel driven cranes were located on the port side, one aft of the derrick 
structure drill floor and one forward of the drill floor. Forward of the derrick structure 
at the superstructure deck level and extending forward to the forecastle was the drill pipe 
racking machinery and drill pipe storage area. Forward of the drill well at the tank top 
level were the liquid mud tanks and forward of the tanks, the mud pumps and cement 
pump room. Just aft of the forecastle were six dry mud and cement storage tanks. Above 
the mud pumps was the dry sack and general cargo storage room. 

Except on the sides of the machinery space area, all internal spaces were protected 
from flooding by an inner hull. The bottom of the ship consisted of double bottom tanks 
for fuel oil, drill water, and ballast water. The sides- of the ship were protected by wing 
tanks for fuel oil, drill water, and ballast water. Ballast tanks were located around the 
drill well. Although the bottom of the engineroom was protected by double bottom tanks, 
the machinery spaces extended laterally to the shell of the vessel. Appendix D contains 
detailed information concerniQg the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's characteristics and tank 
arrangements. 

Ballast Procedures.--The GLOMAR JAVA SEA's pumps, controls, and tank valve 
manifolds for the bilge/ballast, drillwater, and fuel oil systems were located in the lower 
machinery space at the tank top level in an area called the ship's pump and propulsion 
room. The drillship's bilge/ballast system was similar to a conventional motor cargo ship 
bilge/ballast system. Ballasting was accomplished primarily with an all purpose pump and 
interconnecting piping which carried suction from the sea or any ballast tank and 
transferred sea water through the ballast system tank valve manifold to discharge into 
any other ballast tank. Sea water in the ballast system could be transferred from port to 
starboard and from forward to aft, or vice versa, or the sea water could be discharged 
overboard. Interconnecting piping also connected the bilge pump to the ballast tank valve 
manifold for use in the event the all purpose pump was out of service. Similarly, the bilge 
system valve manifold was connected to the all purpose pump for use in the event the 
bilge pump was out of service. 

The ballast system was the primary method used to maintain the vessel level and to 
maintain a level drill floor over the well although the drillwa ter system also was used. 
Transverse and longitudinal clinometers located in the engineroom indicated the vessel's 
trim and list. The drillwater pump could pump chemically treated drill water from any 
drillwater tank through the drillwater system's interconnecting piping and transfer it 
through the drillwater tank valve manifold to any other drillwater tank. When the 
drillwater p.ump was out of service, the ballast system all purpose pump could be isolated 
from the ballast system by closing certain valves and could be connected to the drillwater 
system by opening other valves. Drill water then could be transferred through the 
drillwater piping and tank valve manifold from any drillwater tank to any other drillwater 
tank. 
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The fuel oil system pumps, piping, and tank valve manifolds could transfer fuel oil 
from any fuel oil tank to any other fuel oil tank. The GLOMAR JAVA SEA seldom 
transferred fuel oil for levelling purposes but rather maintained various tank levels in 
certain designated fuel oil tanks. Some tanks were kept slack (nearly empty), some were 
kept pressed up {full), and other tanks were used to fuel the drillship's diesel engines and 
their level constantly changed. 

Loading.--The alternate master testified that he was required to submit a stability 
report only once a month during his 4-week tour aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA but, that 
whenever the drillship loaded or discharged cargo, drill water, or fuel oil, or shifted heavy 
weights, he would perform a preliminary stability calculation. He also stated he obtained 
drill water and fuel oil information from the watch engineer and drilling fluids 
information from the mud engineer. 

The alternate chief engineer, who had departed the GLOMAR JAVA SEA on 
October 20, testified that the watch engineer was required to shift liquids about once an 
hour to maintain the drillship leveL He testified also that he decided in 
mid-October 1983 to move the residual fuel oil from .fuel oil wing tanks Nos. 7 port {P) 
and starboard {S} to Nos. 8 P and S fuel oil wing tanks because tanks Nos. 7 P and S were 
getting low. The No. 6 S drill water wing tank was emptied to compensate for some deck 
loading. The alternate chief engineer stated that the condition of fuel oil and water tanks 
was reported once a week to the master on crew change day but before any fuel oil or 
drill water was loaded from the supply vessel. He stated he normally did not find it 
necessary to discuss with the master the amount of liquid which could be loaded without 
exceeding the vessel's allowable draft although the masters were very conscious about the 
requirement not to exceed the allowable draft. 

A former master testified that he also performed a stability calculation once a 
month while aboard the drillship. He stated that the Global Marine drilling superintendent 
did not consult with him on how much drill pipe or liquids could be loaded. The for mer 
master testified that when the supply vessel "came out was when I would find out what 
they had on there to give to us. Sometimes we would offload it all, and sometimes we 
would have to hold him off until we could take it." 

The former master stated the maximum roll that he remembered the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA sustained wns 5° in 12- to 15-foot seas with 40-kn winds. He also stated that 
he did not know whether the GLOMAR JAVA SEA met any subdivision or damage stability 
standards and that there was no information about stability standards in the drillship's 
opera ting manual. 

Stability.--The GLOMAR JAVA SEA was designed and built to the requirements 
contained in the USCG regulations for· Cargo and Miscellaneous Vessels (46 CFR 
subchapter I} as modified by USCG Merchant Marine Technical (MMT) Note No. 6-66-
Floating Drill Rigs, dated July 13, 1966. {See appendix E.) The drillship also met the 
stability requirements contained in the ABS Rules For Building and Classing Mobile 
Offshot"e I>riJilng Units, dated 1973. {See appendix F.} 

On December 4, 1978, the USCG .published regulations for Mobile Offshore Drilling 
Units {MODU) (46 CPR Subchapter I-A) which specified intact and damage stability 
standards for new vessels similar to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. On December 15, 1978, the 
USCG published a Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular which stated that existing 
vessels, such as the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, might continue to meet the stability standards 
under which they were originally designed except that an operating manual had to be 
prepared in accordance with 46 CFR 109.121(d). {On November 4, 1983, the operating 
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manual regulations for MODU's were transferred to 46 CFR 170.110 and 170.130.) On 
January 11, 1980, the USCG approved an operating manual for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA 
which contained the required GM 12/ curve for compliance with the 1973 ABS Rules. 
Since the 1973 ABS Rules also required an approved operating booklet (Section 1. 11), the 
ABS approved the revised operating manual on February 8, 1980. 

In a letter dated January 11 1980, the USCG stated that the following information 
was to be added to the operating manual: 

a. In addition to the deck loads and capacity particulars you must 
include a maximum hook load. 

b. You must state the wind limitations for each vessel at each of your 
different operating conditions~ 

c. You must include an Anchoring Procedure for your transient 
condition. This does not include your mooring on location. 

•. 

d. A paragraph stating that the Master [ sho~d] determine the cause 
of any unexpected heel or trim before taking corrective action 
must be placed in the Operating Manual. 

There is no evidence that the 'information was added to the vessel's. operating manual. 
Furthermore, the operating manual did not address the standard of subdivision or damage 
stability to which the drillship was designed, general guidance and precautions regarding 
unintentional flooding, or specific information for preparing for the passage of a severe 
storm. However, the operating manual did contain guidance on writing a heavy weather 
procedure plan, including hurricane preparedness in case a hurricane, typhoon or 
significant low pressure developed within 1,000 miles of the drilling operation. The 
operating manual also stated: 

The vessel's Master must have a thorough knowledge of the Trim and 
Stability Booklet. Each Global Marine drillship Captain must, one time 
each month, work out the stability for his ship. The work sheet and 
results are to be forwarded to Marine Department, Houston. 

The Trim and Stability Booklet was a part of the operating manual. 

Typhoon Plan.--A typhoon [ 15) plan, which was developed by the alternating 
masters of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, the Global Marine rig manager and drilling 
superintendents, and ARCO China representatives, was approved by the vice-president 
and general manager of ARCO and the GLOMAR JAVA SEA drilling group vice-president 
at Global Marine in Houston. The typhoon plan, dated May 19, 1983, stated, in part, that 
when the typhoon is 1,200 miles away: 

--0 The ARCO representative and Global Marine senior drilling 
foreman will prepare a plan for securing the well and drilling 
equipment along with a time schedule and begin securing the well. 

12/ GM is the distance between a vessel's vertical center of gravity and its transverse 
metacentric height and is a measure of the vessel's ability to right itself after being· 
subjected to overturning forces. · 
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o The master will prepare a plan for letting go and buoying off 
anchors Nos. 2, 5, 7, and 10. (See figure 4.) 

o The master will keep a running plot of the center of the storm 
based on current weather reports and weather FAX 13/ received. 

0 The master will prepare a list of non-essential personnel to be 
evacuated by helicopter. 

o The master will place personnel on board to comply with USCG 
manning requirements for the drillship while underway, if possible. 

When the typhoon center is 1,000 miles away, the typhoon plan states, in part, that: 

o If work boats and anchor crews are on location, breast anchors Nos. 
3, 4, 8 and 9 are to be taken in. 

o Buoy off Nos. 5 and 7 anchor chains- and pick up and stow Nos. 2 
and 1 O anchors. 

o All non-essential personnel put ashore. 

The typhoon plan did not specify what individuals were nonessential. In their 
testimony, the alternate master and Global Marine and ARCO management personnel did 
not agree on what personnel were classified as nonessential personnel other than the 
ARCO subcontractors. The Global Marine rig manager made the following statement: 

Well, first of all, we'll never force a man to leave the rig. If he elects to 
stay, he has the prerogative to stay. 

* * * 
And I know from verbal conversations with some of the expats [non
Chinese] they felt safer on the rig than they did in Sanya. 

The alternate master made the following statement: 

The decision would have been made primarily by the various department 
heads who would have considered [for evacuation] who were the 
personnel not required, both in the industrial and in the marine crew. 
And then possibly or probably the extra personnel such as mud loggers 
and survey people that were not required aboard. 

* * * 
However, I would like to point out that when evacuation does or did take 

place, most of the personnel elected to stay aboard. 

The Global Marine drilling group vice president for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA stated 
that it was Global Marine's policy not to require any crewmember to evacuate a drillship 
even if the master had determined that nonessential personnel should be evacuated. 

QI A fascimile machine which reproduces meteorological weather maps and printed 
reports. 
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In a memorandum dated May 19, 1983, the alternate master. noted that the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA was to expect "little to no assistance" from the Chinese supply 
vessels in the event of a typhoon because the supply vessels would seek safe refuge. 
However, prior to the typhoon season (June through November), the Chinese supply vessels 
agreed to stand by the GLOMAR JAVA SEA in case of a typhoon until released by ARCO. 
The alternate master testified that: 

Well, sir, most of the typhoons approach from the east. And if possible 
and if the typhoon was not of tremendous force, then I would probably 
like to remain where I was and ride it out. 

If I had to run, I wasn't left with many choices in which to run. I was 
virtually in irons. I was landlocked. And I couldn't run east in the track 
of the typhoon. I wouldn't run north because that is the traditional curve 
that the typhoon would take after its springs. I certainly couldn't run to 
the west because I would be putting myself in Vietnamese territorial 
waters. I was virtually locked into running south by the Paracel Islands, 
Triton Island and numerous islands and inlets which are strewn 
throughout the waters of South Vietnam. . _. 

So I made the decision that in the event that I did run, that I would move 
up on the northwest side of Hainan Island in the [35 fathom] 
patch 14/ and be within easy range of Chinese protection. . 

The helicopter pilots would not state the maximum wind force and wave height in which 
the helicopters would operate and land on the drillship in case evacuation was necessary. 
The contact between the Chinese Helicopter Corporation and ARCO China stated that the 
minimum weather conditions for flying were 650 feet cloud cover height, 9,850 feet of 
visibility, and maximum winds of 39 knots. 

On July 11, 1983, in anticipation of typhoon TIP, the alternate master of the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA evacuated 23 of the 84 persons aboard; 9 persons were evacuated by 
helicopter and the rest by the NANHAI 205 to Sanya. The persons evacuated consisted of 
ARCO subcontractors and some CNOOC representatives. The maximum winds 
experienced by the drillship were 40 kns, the maximum waves were 4 feet, and the 
maximum· swell was 9 feet. On July 12, the typhoon turned to the northwest and passed to 
the north of Hainan Island. On July 13, the crewmembers were returned to the drillship 
by the NANHAI 205 boat. 

Mooring System.--At the time of the accident, the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was 
moored in a 35°1706 pattern on a heading of 339° T to provide a lee for the supply vessel 
which offloaded cargo on the drillship's port side where the cargo cranes were located. 
The prevailing wind was from the northeast. The drillship's actual mooring arrangement 
on October 25, 1983, is shown in figure 4. One of the alternating masters testified that 
the No. 6 wi!:f! rope anchor was used during the vessel's last move because the No. 7 
anchor windlass had malfunctioned. The No. 7 anchor was placed between the Nos. 6 and 
8 anchors; wire rope anchor No. 1 was not used. Anchors Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 
were connected to the drillship by anchor chains while anchors· Nos. 1 and 6 had wire 
ropes. Global Marine Drilling Company's "Procedures Manual 5-Marine Operations" states 
that the 35°170° pattern is the most commonly used pattern and that it allows the vessel's 
heading to be changed appro~imately 30° to either side of the base heading. The alternate 

14/ An area of deep water. 
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masters and drilling crew, however, testified that they had not known. of any occasion 
when the GLOMAR JAVA SEA changed its heading except for a few degrees using the 
anchors. 

The procedures manual recommended several methods to the master for unmooring. 
One method recommended that the supply boat pick up one anchor at a time while the 
drillship pulled in the anchor chain using the ship's windlass. This method could take 
several hours to complete, and the supply vessel could not handle the anchors in severe 
weather. Another method recommended that one of the buoys located near the end of the 
anchor chain be attached and that the chain be released. In an emergency, the anchor 
chains could be cut or the anchors could be released without attaching the buoys. 

Radio Communications.--The GLOMAR JAVA SEA's radio room was located on 
starboard side of the navigation deck. The fallowing equipment was owned and operated 
by Global Marine. The main radio, consisted of an ITT MacKay radiotelegraph and an ITT 
Mackay radiotelephone marine console which included an intermediate frequency (410 to 
500 kHz) transmitter with a range of 500 nmi, a high frequency (2 to 22 m Hz) transmitter 
with a range of 6,000 to 8,000 nmi, an emergency transmitter (400 to 500 kHz) with a 
range of 150 to 200 nmi, an intermediate frequency receiv~r, a high frequency receiver, 
and an emergency receiver capable of picking up signals from 2 to 22 mHz. If a distress 
signal was received, an automatic alarm which monitored 500 kHz sounded on the bridge, 
in the radio room, and in the radio operator's stateroom. The main radio also was capable 
of transmitting an automatic distress signal by activating the automatic distress signal 
switch after first manually setting the radio on 500 kHz. Power was supplied to the main 
radio and all radio units in the radio room from the ship's service generator system and 
the emergency diesel generator system. The main radio console emergency transmitter 
and receiver and a VHF radio telephone also were powered by the emergency battery 
power supply. An ITT Mac Kay VHF /FM radiotelephone with a 20-nmi range was used for 
bridge-to-bridge communications to and from the supply vessels using channel 16 (156.8 
mHz) to coordinate the loading of drill water, fuel oil, and various stores. Global Marine 
also outfitted the radio room with· an SSB transceiver radio-telephone which utilized a 
PRC assigned frequency of 6521.8 kHz and was capable of operating from 2 fo 22 mHz 
over a range of 5,000 nmi. 

The radio room also was equipped with a MARISAT satellite communications 
terminal which was owned by ARCO China, Inc. The MARISAT terminal had voice and 
teleprinting capabilities with a remote hand set located in the ARCO supervisor's office. 
Communications with the United States, Singapore, Japan, and China were carried 
through MARISAT's Pacific satellite. Calls could be dialed directly, as on a telephone, or 
could be placed by contacting the MARISAT operator. Distress signals could be sent by 
activating a red pushbutton protected by a plastic cover, or by setting the unit to an 
emergency mode and pushing the call button for the operator. The MARISAT operator 
would be alerted that the calling unit was in distress and that no other data would be 
transmitted. ARCO also had installed an SSB transceiver with teleprinter with a 300-nmi 
range. This unit was known as the "company radio" and was used to accomplish the 
dispatch or morning and afternoon reports, to conduct normal daily communications with 
base personnel at Zhanjiang and Sanya, and to communicate with s1:1Pply vessels. 

An. emergency portable lifeboat radio was secured in the radio room on a 
bulkhead-mounted rack for storage and ready access. For transmitting, the lifeboat radio 
could be operated in the automatic or manual mode. By turning the radio handcrank to 
generate transmitting power and setting the unit in the automatic mode, a distress signal 
was transmitted continuously on 500 kHz and automatically· switched periodically to a 
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distress frequency of 8364 kHz. Operating instructions were printed on the inside front 
cover of the radio. No radio training was needed to operate the radio in the automatic or 
manual mode.- In the manual mode, signals were sent using the hand operated keyer. The 
International Morse Code was printed on the inside front cover. Depending on weather 
conditions and the placement of the radio antenna, the maximum range of the unit 
normally was 50 nmi. An emergency position indicating radio beacon (EPIRB) also was 
part of the vessel's permanent radio equipment. It was stowed in a float-free holder 
mounted on the aft exterior bulkhead of the helicopter bridge deck bridge house. When 
the unit was activated, it transmitted distress signals on 121.5 and 243 mHz. Both the 
lifeboat radio and the EPIRB were tested during each fire and boat drill. 

The vessel had three licensed radio operators: the senior operator was a U.S. citizen 
licensed by the USCG and Federal Communications Commission and the other two were 
PRC nationals, licensed by the PRC. The PRC radio operators worked in 12-hour shifts 
from noon to midnight and midnight to noori. The senior radio operator worked from 0600 
to 1800. He was responsible for making the morning weather observation, checking 
anchor buoy locations and anchor tensions from the remote readouts on the master 
mooring control panel, recording this information in the vessels deck log, inspecting the 
radio room, reading the radio log from the preceeding night, and transmitting the weather 
data observed at the drill site to ARCO's office in Zhanjiang. 

As part of his administrative/clerical duties, the senior radio operator maintained 
an up-to-date crew list. He also prepared a manifest of people departing the vessel by 
helicopter and signed in new crewmembers aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. After 
signing in with the radio operator, the new men and returning regular crew were met by 
the ship's physician assistant or a member of the steward's department and shown to their 
room and bunk. There was a life preserver stowed at the foot of each bunk and a bunk 
card which indicated the. man's emergency station during fire and boat drills. New 
personnel were shown their lifeboat and then taken to their immediate supervisor to check 
in. The PRC radio operators handled most of the voice communications using interpreters 
when necessary from the GLOMAR JAVA SEA to Zhanjiang, Tian Du, helicopters, and the 
supply boats. The captains and crews of the supply vessels· and the pilots of the 
helicopters were Chinese nationals who did not speak English. The supply vessels NANHAI 
205 and NANHAI 209 were both outfitted with SSB radios, VHF radio telephones, and 
emergency radios. 

Helicopter operations were based at Tian Du Base, Sanya. The radio station was 
manned by a supervisor, four radio operators working around the clock, one interpreter, 
and one driver--all PRC nationals. Communications with Zhanjiang, the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA, and the supply vessels were by SSB radio on an assigned frequency of 6521.8 kHz. 

ARCO China's base radio at Zhanjiang was outfitted with an SSB radio with 
teleprinter and a radio facsimile receiver. The SSB was operated on a frequency of 6521.8 
kHz, a frequency assigned to ARCO by the PRC government for use during exploration 
operations._ This SSB frequency was a common link between ·the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, 
supply boats, Tian Du, and Zhanjiang. The radio operators and the interpreter at the base 
radio were PRC nationals. Radio operators were not on duty from 0600 to 0700 and 2300 
to midnight at ARCO'S Zhanjiang office. The ARCO drilling superintendent in Zhanjiang 
stated that the normal radio procedure at night was for the radio operators at Zhanjiang 
and Tian Du and aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA to call every half hour on a rotating 
system. 
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Survival Systems.--The GLOMAR JAVA SEA was equipped with two 
USCG-approved Marine Safety Equipment Corporation fibrous glass reinforced plastic, 
enclosed, moforized lifeboats rated for a maximum of 64 persons each. The lifeboats, one 
port and one starboard, were housed in USCG-approved gravity davits 15/ at the 
superstructure deck level of the deckhouse. The drillship also was equipped with two 
USCG-approved B.F. Goodrich 20 person inflatable lif erafts and one USCG-approved 
Switlik 15-person inflatable liferaft. One liferaft was located on the port side of the 

. helicopter deck, just aft of the navigating bridge; one liferaft was on the starboard side; 
and one liferaft was located on the port side of the main deck forward, just aft of the 
forecastle. All three liferafts hydrostatic releases were housed to float free. At the time 
of the accident, a fourth liferaft was off the ship for its yearly servicing. However, three 
liferafts were always maintained aboard the vessel. The vessel was equipped with a 
USCG-approved EPIRB, 158 USCG-approved lifepreservers, 6 USCG-approved buoyant 
work vests, 12 USCG-approved ring buoys, and a portable emergency radio. 

The GLOMAR JAVA SEA was certificated under 46 CFR subchapter I - Cargo and 
Miscellaneous Vessels. Title 46 CFR 94.10-10 requires that the GLOMAR JAVA SEA have 
sufficient lifeboats on each side to accommodate an persons on board and sufficient 
liferafts to accommodate at least 50 percent of the persons on board. The USCG 
Certificate of Inspection (COU limited the total number of persons on board while 
navigating to 64. (See figure 7.) However, while moored, although still considered in 
navigation~ the number of persons allowed on board the drillship was increased to 110 
without any increase in the required lifeboat capacity. The 1978 Mobile Offshore Drilling 
Regulations, 46 CFR Subchapter I-A, requires that the number of lifeboats on a new 
vessel similar to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA must accommodate all personnel on board 
(46 CFR 108.503) and that there must be sufficient liferafts to accommodate at least 
100 percent of the persons allowed on board (46 CFR 108.505) although lifeboats in 
addition to those required may be substituted for inflatable liferafts. Navigation and 
Vessel Inspection Circular No. 3-78-Inspection and Certification of Existing Mobile 
Offshore Drilling Units states that although existing certificated mobile offshore drilling 
units may continue to meet the equipment standards which were applicable when the units 
were contracted for, each unit must have lifesaving equipment for 200 percent of the 
total persons allowed on board. 

ARCO contracted with the NHWSC to provide two supply vessels to service the 
GLOMAR JAY A SEA. One supply vessel remained with the drillship until relieved by the 
second supply vessel. At the time of the accident, the 203-foot-long NANHAI 205 was on 
standby duty at the drillship and the 203-foot-long NANHAI 209 was in Zhanjiang. ARCO 
contracted with the Chinese Helicopter Corporation to provide two 15-passenger Bell 212 
helicopters at Sanya for transportation of personnel to and from the drillship. The supply 
vessels and helicopters were all under the control of ARCO. Although ARCO had 
participated in developing the typhoon plan with Global Marine, ARCO did not have any 
shoreside contingency plan of its own. However, the General Manager of ARCO China 
stated that ARCO had discussed with their Chinese partners what support ARCO could 
expect in case of an emergency and that their Chinese partners had assured ARCO the 
Chinese Navy would aid ARCO. The General Manager further stated that ARCO had had 
no discussions with the U.S. governmerit concerning aid in case of ~n emergency. 

15/ Once the restraining lines (gripes) and the safety pins are released, the lifeboat can 
be launched by one person. 
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Two former masters stated that weekly fire and boat drills were conducted on board 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. During the boat drills, the lifeboat's would be lowered to the 
boat deck; some crewmembers would board the lifeboat and instructions would be given by 
the master on lowering the boats to the water and releasing the boats from the falls. The 
boats were not actually lowered to the water and released because of the difficulty of 
reconnecting the boats in open water. Special training was provided the Chinese 
crewmembers and signs were printed in both English and Chinese to indicate the location 
of the lifeboats. 

History.--ARCO contracted for the services of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA from 
Global Marine Drilling Co. shortly after the newly built vessel was delivered; the 
contracted service was in effect at the time of the accident. The contract betwen ARCO 
and Global Marine required ARCO to pay Global Marine about $40,000 per day whether 
the vessel was in drilling operations or secured for weather. The drillship had been 
operated mainly in the Gulf of Mexico and briefly off the coast of Santa Barbara, 
California, drilling exploratory wells for ARCO. Before departing for China to 
commence drilling in the South China Sea, the drillship was drydocked at Triple A 
Shipyard in San Francisco and inspected by the ABS and USCG between November 18 and 
30, 1982. During this time, an ABS surveyor conducted a drydock survey which included 
examination of the outside hull plating, propellers, shafting; rudders, and sea valves. The 
outside hull plating was found to be in satisfactory condition following completion of 
minor steel repairs to damaged areas of the port side sheer strake plating caused by 
contact with offshore supply vessels. Repairs also were completed to areas of minor steel 
corrosion in the lower four corners of the drill well. An internal examination of the ship's 
ballast, drillwater, and fuel tanks was not made at the time nor was one required by 
current ABS rules. However, the surveyor did enter the No. 8 port aft wing fuel oil tank 
and the No. 7 port and starboard ballast deep tanks surrounding the drill well to examine 
completed steel repairs. 

A modification was made during the drydock period to the No. 5 port and starboard 
double bottom tanks and wing drillwater tanks. Internal framing and plating, together 
with the drillwater piping, were modified by installing and welding a 6-inch-diameter 
equalizing pipe and valves between the wing and double bottom tanks. The surveyor 
entered the No. 5 port and starboard wing tanks to inspect and witness the testing of the 
modification. All parts of the drydock survey, repairs, and modifications were found 
satisfactory and approved by the ABS surveyor. 

An annual survey of hull and machinery was conducted by the ABS surveyor and 
included examination of all watertight doors and steel hatch covers; closing and securing 
appliances, vents, anchoring, and mooring equipment; a general examination of the main 
and auxiliary machinery, and an operational test of the steering system. All items of the 
hull and machinery surveys were found satisfactory. The annual load line inspection was 
conducted and the International Load Line Certificate was endorsed. 

The ABS also conducted a mandatory annual survey in accordance with International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) requirements of the Protocol of 1978 relating to the 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974 (SOLAS 74). The survey, 
which included examination of the hull, machinery, and electrical plant, was conducted 
simultaneously with the ABS hull and machinery surveys. An attachment to the 
permanent Cargo Ship Safety Certificate was issued and endorsed at the satisfactory 
completion of the mandatory annual survey. The attending surveyor testified that in his 
opinion the overall condition of the drillship was very good. 
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A USCG inspector conducted a drydock examination of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. 
The USCG inspector also entered and inspected the forepeak tank and the No. 2 port and 
starboard ballast deep tanks. He inspected the repairs made to the No. 7 port and 
starboard ballast deep tanks. No other tanks were entered and inspected at this time nor 
was it required by USCG regulations that the other tanks be entered and inspected. 

On only one occasion were all of the drillship's tanks (except the fuel oil and lube oil 
tanks) entered and examined. This inspection occured during the first part of a two-part 
ABS special periodical survey No.1 at Alabama Drydock and Shipbuilding Co. in Mobile, 
Alabama, on November 30, 1979. At that time, 35 ballast and drillwater tanks were 
cleaned, gas freed, examined, and found in satisfactory condition. USCG inspectors 
normally do not inspect tanks unless there is an outstanding ABS survey requirement, a 
tank is opened for other reasons, or the USCG inspector suspects some problems. 

After successful completion of all ABS surveys, USCG inspections, and required 
repairs, the GLOMAR JAVA SEA departed San Francisco on December 1, 1982, en route 
to China. The only major storm encountered during th~ voyage occurred on December 12, 
as the vessel approached the Hawaiian Islands. At the height of the storm, the GLOMAR , 
JAVA SEA sustained winds of 42 knots gusting to 60 knots, waves of 8 feet, and swells of 
20 to 25 feet. According to the deck log for that date, the vessel was proceeding on 
various courses and reduced speeds due to very rough high seas and deep swells. The 
drillship safely weathered the storm and arrived and anchored at the first well site about 
January 7, 1983. 

On January 10, the GLOMAR JAVA SEA sustained minor damage to the vessel's port 
side. The offshore supply vessel N ANHAI 209 was maneuvering to come along the port 
side of the moored drillship to offload supplies to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA when the 
supply vessel came into contact with the drillship and indented the port shell plating and 
bulwark in various locations. · 

The coordinator of Global Marine's Safety and Training program for the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA conducted an annual safety and training inspection of the drillship from July 25 
to August 5, 1983. His responsibility was to monitor and maintain the goals of safety and 
on-the-job training (OJT) set by his department. During the 7-day inspection, he 
observed the operations of the crew and held informal meetings to review safety 
procedures and to hear the crew's recommendations on drilling operations, procedures, 
equipment, work hours, safety around the drill floor, and OJT progress. At the conclusion 
of the inspection visit, the coordinator issued a report to the rig manager, the manager of 
the safety and training department, and the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's drilling group 
vice-president. Except for some minor discrepancies concerning communication problems 
with the Chinese crewmembers of the drilling crew, the coordinator's safety inspection 
found the crew and drillship to be in a satisfactory condition. 

On August 23, as the NANHAI 209 was attempting to off-load supplies on the port 
side of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, the supply vessel sharply .collided with the moored 
drillship. -f>mnage was more extensive than the January 10 incident although no hull 
penetrations were made and immediate repairs and drydocking were not required. 

As part of it's management policy, Global Marine had an annual in-house 
drillship/drill rig inspection program. The rig inspection supervisor was responsible for 
setting up the inspection program, scheduling and attending inspections, and issuing a 
report at the completion of each inspection. According to the supervisor, the inspection -
focuses primarily on machinery to insure that equipment is properly maintained and that 
followup repairs are completed. All equipment on the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was included 
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on a 123-page checklist divided into seven main sections: administration, BOP equipment 
(see appendix B), drilling systems, electrical/electronic systems, engineering systems, hull 
and deck equipment, and lifesaving and firefighting equipment. A team of four inspectors 
from Global Marine Houston conducted an inspection on board the GLOMAR JAVA SEA 
during August 28 to 31, 1983. Each man in the inspection team was assigned a main 
section to examine according to his background and experience. The inspection supervisor 
handled the examination of lifesaving/firefighting equipment, hull and deck equipment, 
and administration (such as ships documents and certificates). One team member 
examined the electrical/electronic systems, one examined the BOP equipment, and one 
examined the drilling and engineering systems. During the drillship's inspection, the heads 
of the deck, engine, steward, and drilling departments assigned personnel from their 
respective departments to attend the inspection of their equipment and to note any 
discrepancies that required repairs as a result of the inspection. A list of all 
discrepancies was given to the rig manager by the inspection supervisor so that repairs 
could be made and discrepancies corrected. 

The discrepancy list developed as a result of the rig inspection contained items of 
equipment mostly dealing With the drilling system, derrick, and associated machinery. No 
major discrepancies were found that required immediate attention outside the 
repair/maintenance capability of the rig crew excepting the port side damage caused by 
the NANHAI 209. Portside shell plating and bulwark damage was inspected and 
discrepancies noted for repair. None of the drillships ballast, drillwater, or fuel oil tanks 
were entered or examined as a part of the inspection. The rig inspection supervisor said 
that Global Marine's inspection list was more comprehensive than the USCG or ABS 
requirements because both the USCG and ABS inspection items are incorporated into 
Global's inspection and additional equipment inspections not required by either the USCG 
or ABS are a part of the Global Marine inspection program. According to Global Marine 
policy, the drillship rig manager must complete an inspection followup report and address 
each discrepancy. The followup report for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, which was due on 
October 28, 1983, was never prepared. Although the discrepancy followup repairs were 
being made on the drillship, at the time of the accident the rig manager had not yet 
accomplished his followup responsibilities to determine what discrepancies had been 
rectified. 

At the end of September 1983, the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's radio-station license, 
radio equipment, and emergency lifeboat radio were inspected by a representative of the 
Registry of Shipping of the Peoples Republic of China in accordance with IMO 
requirements of SOLAS 7 4. All were found satisfactory and the vessel was issued a full 
term Cargo Ship Safety Radiotelegraphy Certificate on October 3, 1983. 

On October 9, 1983, while tropical storm GEORGIA passed to the north of the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA, the drillship rolled about 10° to starboard and remained heeled in 
that position for about a minute. The master told the alternate chief engineer that the 
heel was due to "three freak waves" crashing on deck so that there was a "five-foot wall 
of water on the starboard side." The drillship came back to .a level position after the 
water from-the three waves drained from the deck. 

On October 13, 1983, an ABS surveyor from Hong Kong and a USCG inspector, were 
flown by helicopter to the drillship to conduct a 5-day inspection and survey of equipment 
aboard the drillship. Global Marine had requested the ABS to survey the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA and the USCG inspector was sent from the USCG Marine Safety Office in Buffalo, 
New York, to .conduct a biennial inspection of the drillship, which was required to 
maintain the vessel's Certificate of Inspection. During the inspection process, the ABS 
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surveyor and the USCG inspector were accompanied by the drillship's master, chief 
engineer, and a Global Marine representative from its marine inspection department in 
Houston. 

To avoid duplication of effort, the ABS surveyor and the USCG inspector together 
conducted the vessel inspection of the areas that had been damaged by the supply boat 
NANHAI 209. At the conclusion of the inspection, the ABS surveyor and the USCG 
inspector recommended that the port side damage be re-inspected and that all repairs be 
completed during the drillship's next drydocking. 

After completing their joint surveys, the ABS surveyor proceeded to conduct the 
annual hull, machinery, cargo gear, load line, and mandatory annual IMO surveys; all items 
were found in a satisfactory condition. Except for the forepeak tank and afterpeak tank, 
none of the drillships tanks were entered and examined internally during the surveys. The 
surveyor recommended that the vessel be retained as classed by ABS. 

The USCG inspector inspected all pressure vessels, piping, main and auxiliary 
machinery, electrical systems, pollution systems, the vessel's structure, lifesaving 
equipment, firefighting and navigation equipment, and reviewed the vessel's documents, 
personnel licenses, and other certificates. All survival equipment was removed from the 
vessel's two lifeboats and examined and the exterior and interior surfaces of the lifeboats 
were inspected. All equipment was found or placed in satisfactory condition, and no 
damage or deterioration was found on the surfaces of the lifeboats. The disengaging 
apparatus, cable, and winches were examined and each lifeboat was weight tested. Each 
lifeboat was lowered to the boat deck by gravity and then raised and restowed. Each 
lifeboat diesel engine was test run and found to operate properly. 

The three · inflatable lif eraft's were checked to verify that they had been 
manufactured by a USCG-approved facility, that the capacity information was correct, 
and that the rafts were serviced and examined at a USCG-approved facility as scheduled. 
The rafts were found to have been serviced at the nearest USCG-approved facility in 
Singapore and were found to be in satisfactory condition. All life preservers were 
inspected for material condition, renective material, whistles, required markings, and 
lights. Three life preservers were found to be damaged and were discarded; all other life 
preservers were found in satisfactory condition. The vessel carried twice the number of 
life preservers required by USCG regulations. The portable emergency lifeboat radio and 
the EPIRB were found to be operating satisfactorily. Fire hoses, fire pumps, the fire main 
piping, and fire stations were examined, tested, and tound in satisfactory condition. The 
gyro compass, magnetic compass, internal communication systems, control systems for 
steering, engine order telegraph, navigation lights, and signals were checked and found to 
be operating properly. · 

The hull, including accessible areas of the hull plating, deck plating, oil tight and 
watertight bulkheads, cable and pipe pentrations, watertight doors, and closures were 
examined and found to be in satisfactory condition. Except for the forepeak and 
afterpeak tanks, the vessel tanks were not gas free; therefore, no attempt was made to 
enter and examine them. The vessels . bilge system and ballast system pumps and piping 
were examined and found to be operating properly. 

The vessels main propulsion machinery and controls were checked. The primary 
machinery was diesel-electric and provided power for main propulsion, hotel services, and 
drilling operations. All systems were checked, tested, and found to be operating 
satisfactorily. The electrical system, ·Which included the drillship's six diesel generator 
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sets, the diesel generators' overspeed protection devices, the low lube oil pressure 
protection devices, and the reverse power relays were tested and found to be operating 
properly. Fire closures and dampers in the ventilation systems were checked as were the 
mooring gear windlasses, winches, controls, and brakes; all were found to be in 
satisfactory condition. 

The vessel's emergency diesel generator was operated for 2 hours under load during 
the fire and lifeboat drill and checked for proper operation, ventilation, and auto start 
capability.· All items were found in satisfactory condition as were the main and 
emergency switchboards. The USCG inspector stated that he considered the overall 
condition of the drillship to be very good. At the conclusion of the inspection, a 
temporary Certificate of Inspection was issued. The permanent certificate was to have 
been issued when the USCG inspector retumed to the United States. The ABS surveyor, 
the USCG inspector, and the Global Marine representative departed the vessel by 
helicopter on October 17. 

Waterway Information 

The South China Sea is bounded on the east by the Philippine Islands, on the south by 
Malaysia, on the west by Vietnam, and on the north by the People's Republic of China. 
(See figure 8.) About 150 nmi to the east-southeast of the drill site were the Paracel 
Islands, an area of shoal waters. Within this region, sea currents of 0.8 to 1.5 knots are 
prevalent and are affected by the constant currents of both the Indian and Pacific Oceans. 
However, far more effect is created by the prevailing southwest monsoons 16/ of' summer 
causing a northeast current now and the northeast monsoons of winter and its associated 
southwestem current now. Sea water temperatures range from 74° to 82°F. Large 
populations of sharks and poisonous sea snakes are indigenous to the area. 

The South China Sea is considered by many in the oil industry to be the last frontier 
for new oil and gas reserves. China's offshore oil and gas exploration program is active 
and expanding in the northern portion of the South China Sea. From 1979 to 1981, oil 
companies from around the world conducted seismic surveys covering over 160,000 square 
miles in the South China Sea to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential of this area. Over 400 
prospective areas were identified, and reserve estimates have been in the range of 20 to 
50 billion barrels of oil. The PRC has divided the northern South China Sea into two 
offshore oil exploration zones, Nanhai East and Nanhai West. At the time of the accident, 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, was engaged in exploratory drilling at a wellsite within the 
Nanhai West zone, about 65 nmi south of Hainan Island. On April 5, 1983, the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA made what is believed to be the first commercial discovery in the area. 

Many oil companies world-wide, have submitted bids on the contract areas selected 
by the PRC, and in December 1983, the latest contracts were awarded to groups involving 
27 oil companies from 9 nations. Presently, oil companies that have not commenced 
exploratory drilling in the region are actively engaged in extensive seismic research and 
analyses with plans for drilling deep test wells in the region. (>uring 1984, many types of 
MODU's, inclttding other drillships, were working in the area and many more are expected 
in future years. An estimated 18 to 24 mobile offshore units will be needed to drill the 
exploratory wells planned through the end of 1984 and a great deal of movement of people 
and equipment will take place as the oil industry builds up its China operations. The oil 
industry is expected to spend an average of $300 to $500 million dollars per year over the 
next 5 years on exploratory wells. 

16/ Monsoon - a constant wind system that influences large climatic regions and reverses 
direction seasonally. 
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Meteorological Information 

Typhoons [15] in· the western North Pacific Ocean occur in every month of the 
year. However, 90 percent of the typhoons occur between June and November. Most are 
found north of 15° N latitude and follow west to west-northwest track lines when passing 
through the South China Sea. 

The drilling location of the drillship GLOMAR JAVA SEA was in an area of the 
South China Sea known locally as "typhoon alley." Chinese jack-up drilling rigs [ 6] 
working in this area are ordered to port from June to November by the PRC offshore oil 
companies as a precautionary measure to protect crews and equipment from exposure to 
the dangers of the tropical cyclones [11]. However, a number of non-Chinese MODUs, 
including jack-up rigs, drillships, and semi-submersible rigs, have continued offshore 
drilling operations during this period. 

ARCO contracted Oceanographic Services, Inc., to prepare a detailed climatological 
and meteorological research study in preparation for exploratory drilling operations 
offshore Hainan Island in the South China Sea. The ·study, entitled "Hindcast Study of 
Offshore Hainan Island South China Sea" was completed in December 1980. The study 
showed the frequency of typhoons and other severe storms in the South China Sea. 
Weather reporting and forecasting information concerning the current and predicted state 
of the environment is available from weather service organizations located world-wide. 
Weather forecasting and reporting services within China was provided, by contract to 
Arco China, Inc., by METEO of the Nanhai Oil Union Service General Company. METEO 
forecasts and reports were transmitted via SSB radio on 6960 kHz from the weather 
observatory in Guangzhou, China, to receiver /teleprinters at ARCO's office in Zhanjiang 
and to the drillship GLOMAR JAVA SEA. 

During calm weather conditions, weather reports were transmitted to the drillship 
twice each day at 0800 and 1800. Each report contained a summary of the large 
scale [ 10] weather situation at the time of the report and elemental forecasts [ 9] for 
the specific location of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA at six future periods; 0-6 hours, 6-12 
hours, 12-24-hours~ 24-36 hours, 36-48 hours, and 48-72 hours. When weather conditions 
warranted, specific weather warnings were issued for important weather developments 
occurring within an area from 0° to 25° N latitude and between 100° and 130° E longitude. 
The warnings were issued with the weather forecasts until the storm moved out of the 
defined area or dissipated. Warnings contained the location, intensity, direction, and 
speed of the storm, the radius of over 30-kn and over 50-kn winds in the previous 6 hours, 
and the forecast position and intensity of the storm for the next 12-, 24-, 36- and 48-hour 
periods. 

When weather conditions deteriorated and a tropical storm [ 14] or typhoon was 
formed or observed within an area defined by the four coordinates--22° N. 113° E., 22° N. 
130° E., 08° N. 130° E., 08° N. 113° E. (see figure 2)--then additional forecasts and reports 
were issued at 0430, 1030, 1630, and 2230 each day. If the center of the storm entered 
the area defined by the four coordinates--20° N. 106° E., 20° N. 117° E., 13° N. 117° E., 
and 13° N., 109° E.--then additional forecasts were issued daily at 0130, 0730 (in lieu of 
the 0800 forecast), 1330, and 1930. 

Global Marine Drilling Company contracted with a Tokyo, Japan, weather reporting 
service which provided weather reports directly to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA by satellite. 
The weather reports were received on board the drillship by the "Weather Fax" facsimile 
machine. The printed reports contained storm warnings; the location, speed, direction, 
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and maximum winds of the storm, including a radius of over 30-kn winds; and a summary 
of high and low pressure locations for a large scale area. There was no information 
concerning wave or swell. The Tokyo weather service provided four reports each day at 
0200, 0800, 1400, and 2000 hours. 

LEX was the sixteenth tropical cyclone of the 1983 season. In the 4-month period 
prior to the accident, there were eight other tropical cyclones in the South China Sea (see 
figure 8): 

Tropical Cyclones 

Tropical storm SARAH (No. 1) 

Typhoon TIP (No. 2) 

Typhoon VERA (No. 3) 

Typhoon ELLEN (No. 9) 

Tropical storm GEORGIA (No. 11) 

Tropical storm HERBERT {No. 12) 

Typhoon JOE (No. 14) 

Tropical storm KIM (No. 15) 

Dates Distance from Drill Site 

6-24 to 6-26 100 nmi south on a westerly 
track 

7-10 to 7-13 250 nmi northeast on a 
northwesterly traek 

7-12 to 7-18 150 nmi northeast on a 
west-northwesterly track 

8-24 to 9-9 _ 370 nmi northeast on a 
west-northwesterly track 

9-29 to 10-10 180 -nmi north on a westerly 
track 

10-7 to 10-8 270 nmi south on a 
west-northwe.sterly track 

10-10 to 10-13 320 nmi northeast on a 
northwesterly track 

10-16 to 10-20 420 nmi south on a 
west-northwesterly track 

The tropical disturbance [ 12] which became Typhoon LEX was extremely slow in 
developing. It formed on October 20, 1983, about 300 nmi east of the Philippines. {See 
figures 2 and 8.) The initial warning of LEX was issued on October 20 when the cloud 
bands associated with the system were taking on a comma-shaped appearance as viewed 
from weather satellite photographs. Although LEX was designated as a tropical 
depression [13] on the initial warning, it was u~aded on October 22 to tropical storm 
status as it began to build and intensify while moving west-northwestward away from the 
Philippine Islands. (See appendix G.) 

At 1800 on October 22, the storm center was 395 nmi to the east of the drillship and 
moving west-northwest at 10 kns with sustained wind speeds of 35 kns. Tropical storm 
LEX was expected to continue intensifying slowly and move west-northwestward toward 
Hainan Island and the drillship. By 1630, on the following afternoon, LEX was about 
280 nmi east of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA with maximum sustained winds of 40 kns and 
gusts of 50 kns near the center of the storm. LEX began to move slowly northward and 
then southwesterly resulting in a counterclockwise curving track approximately 250 nmi 
east of the drillship. LEX resumed a westward track at 2000 on October 24, having grown 
in size and-intensity. · 

About 0700 on October 25, LEX was about 155 nmi east of the drillship and was 
moving steadily west-northwest at 7 kns. Maximum sustained winds had inereased to 
60 kns with 75-kn winds near the storm center and a 300-kilometer radius of over 30-kn 
winds. LEX continued to intensify, while moving westward toward the drillship. During 
the late evening of October 25 and early morning of October 26, the center of the storm 
passed about 15 nmi north of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. Over the next 24 hours, the storm 
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gradually weakened. Satellite photographs showed that the interaction of the storm 
system with the rugged terrain of Hainan Island had a pronounced weakening effect on the 
storm. LEX weakened further while transiting the Gulf of Tonkin and by 1600 on 
October 26 ·it-was near Dong Hoi, Vietnam, with winds of 50 kns. LEX dissipated rapidly 
over the terrain of central Vietnam after causing extensive damage to low lying areas in 
its path. According to reports from Vietnam, areas near Dong Hoi were devastated by the 
high winds and torrential rains associated with LEX. Damage was extensive as rivers rose 
6 feet, resulting in widespread flooding. Hundreds of people were killed and injured, 
17 ,000 homes were destroyed, and six hospitals were seriously damaged. 

On October 20, the U.S. Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) at· Guam began 
monitoring LEX as a tropical disturbance through all stages of a tropical storm status. 
The JTWC classified LEX as a typhoon at 1400 on October 25 when LEX had wind speeds 
of 65 kns. 

According to the Sailing Directions for Southeast Asia, 17 I the location in which the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA was anchored has been shown to have a42-percent probability for 
the occurrence of a tropical cyclone at least once during the month of October in any 
given year. 

Wreckage 

Underwater surveys of th~ wreck of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA were conduc.ted during 
November 1973 and March 1984. The surveys· examined the entire shell plating and some 
of the main deck plating of the drillship. Except for a large transverse fracture on the 
starboard side amidships and an 18-inch L-shaped fracture about 40 feet aft in the side 
shell plating, the hull was intact with some buckling of the bottom plating near the bow 
and at frame 146. There was a 5-foot longitudinal fracture in the main deck plating 
where the forward starboard derrick leg intersected the main deck. The surveys showed 
the dr~llship resting on the bottom in an inverted position about 1,650 feet southwest of 
the well. The wreck was on a heading of 285° (see figure 4) with its starboard side about 
20 feet lower than the port side. There was an 8-foot mound of mud just forward of the 
bow. Both the port and starboard lifeboat davits were buried in the mud. The deckhouse 
was buried in the mud up to the superstructure deck. The side scan sonar survey 
conducted during March showed an area of debris between the drillship and the well about 
-230 feet wide and ranging from 120 to 300 feet· from the well consisting mainly of drill 
pipe. The side scan sonar survey also showed a large object about 150 feet northeast of 
the drillship. 

The GLOMAR JAVA SEA's nine anchor buoys were found and two breakaway 
buoys, 18/ partially crushed, were four:id attached to the stern of the wreck. The only 
debris recovered from the drillship during the postaccident search were one B. F. 
Goodrich liferaft, three lifejackets, the EPIRB, and one breakaway buoy with its spool of 
line and a rubber bumper. Neither lifeboat has been found. 

Rescue Efforts. 

The ARCO chief geophysicist, who was left in charge of the ARCO offices in 
Zhanjiang and monitored the entire search and rescue effort, testified as follows: 

17 I Publication 160, 1st Edition 1979, Defense Mapping Agency. 
18/ Buoys used to mark the drillship end of the anchor chains if the anchor chains are 
disconnected. 
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As far as the contribution of U.S. military, it would be hard for me 
personally to give them the amount of thanks that I think we owe them. 
It is an extremely hazardous operating area. The weather conditions, as 
I have already told you, were extreme. They were operating, as you can 
see from the flights list of altitudes of three to six hundred feet through 
rain squalls. It is really difficult to explain any more than that the 
contribution that they made. And they were obviously in waters that 
were not the best, that were not the most friendly. 

* * * 
As far as the Chinese navy was concerned, early on they were notified on 
the morning of the 26th of the emergency. Over the next several days 
through communication with the Zhanjiang office and the Chinese side 
there, we were able to gain a good working relationship with the Chinese 
Navy. At first they were a little reluctant to take sightings by U.S. 
Military aircraft to send their navy vessels to them as you can well 
imagine. That was not something they were generally used to in the post 
World War ll times anyway. 

But once they realized that we were all working together and that these 
planes were, in fact, doing the job they were, they were rushing all over 
the place to try to get to the locations as soon as possible. 

We had to deal in a kind of roundabout way which is due, to ·the 
communications primarily. We would tell the members of the Chinese 
side that we were working with in Zhanjiang about a particular happening 
and they would contact their radio dispatcher who would then contact 
the navy operations dispatcher. And they would contact the ships. And 
it went in this way. But sometimes there were delays. But nothing 
unusual that you would - in fact, not as many as you would expect. 

So we, at any one time we had the 205 and the 209 supply boat. We had 
the SAL VANQUISH vessel. We had several Chinese navy vessels of 
which one that kept popping up was the 950. We had two or three ARCO 
directed helicopters. And we had the U.S. military planes. 

* * * 
This effort went on for several days, as you know, from the 26th on 
through the early part, or the first week of November. And it went on 
24 hours a day. The military planes were there almost all the time even 
throughout the night. The supply boats were at sea in weather conditions 
which were far more than severe. They were life threatening. 

Medical andhthologieal Information 

No bodies or survivors were recovered until the second diving survey in March 1984 
when 35 bodies were found on the wreck of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and 31 bodies were 
recovered. All but one of the bodies recovered was fully clothed and most were wearing 
lifejackets. The first body, wearing a lifejacket and having a line tightly wraped around 
its right leg, was found outside the deckhouse on the starboard side of the poop deck. 
Divers then entered the starboard door on the poop deck and found nine bodies in the 
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lounge but no bodies in the galley or mess area. Next, the divers entered the boat deck by 
the starboard door and found one body about 5 feet inboard in the passageway and a 
second body at the junction of the thwartship passageway with the fore and aft 
passageway. -The divers then entered the eight staterooms on the boat deck. They found 
four bodies in one, four in the second, three in the third, two in the forth, and two in the 
fifth which was the chief engineer's room. They did not find any bodies in the other three 
rooms. The divers then entered the seven staterooms and two offices on the 
superstructure deck and found no bodies in the ARCO supervisor's stateroom or office and 
the Global Marine's stateroom or office. One body was found in a third stateroom and 
another in the bathroom between that stateroom and the adjoining stateroom. No bodies 
were found in the adjoining stateroom, but one body was found in a stateroom on the 
superstructure deck. All the above bodies were eventually recovered. 

While the divers were searching the superstructure decks, the lead diver proceeded 
to the navigation deck, which was completely under the mud, using the interior stairwell. 
He found one body in the master's cabin, one body outside the radio room, and two bodies 
inside the radio room. However, because of the danger involved, the diving supervisor 
would not permit any divers to return to the navigation deck to recover the bodies or to 
search the four other staterooms on that deck. 

The divers then began a search of the main deck staterooms where most of the 
Chinese crew were quartered. Only one body, which appeared oriental, was found in the 
steward's stores. Two personnel lockers in the staterooms were opened and found empty 
except for an empty flight bag. The forward forecastle quarters, although badly damaged, 
were searched but no bodies were found. The engineroom and other below deck spaces 
were not searched. 

The bodies could not be identified by stateroom because the only list showing 
crewmember stateroom assignments remained aboard the wreck. However, each body was 
identified as to its location when found and any significant data relating to the body. The 
bodies were then transported to Hong Kong for further forensic analysis. 

The forensic analysis was completed on June 22, 1984. Fifteen U.S. citizens were 
identified, including the ARCO senior geologist, one toolpusher, the electrician, both 
floormen, one assistant derrickman, one crane operator, the storekeeper, the physician 
assistant, the cook, the steward, one assistant engineer, two oilers, and the boatswain. In 
addition, there were 11 PRC citizens, 3 British citizens, 1 Singapore citizen, and 2 
unknown. Because of the severe decomposition of the bodies, the causes of death could 
not be determined. (See appendix A.) 

Tests and Research 

Loading.--The Global Marine Drilling Company (GMDC) in Houston, Texas, 
performed a weight study 19/ to determine the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's loading condition on 
October 25, 1983. The weight study was based on the drillship's daily reports, interviews 
with alternata crewmembers, and shoreside documentation. The results of the weight 
study were as follows: 

19/ Estimated loading condition for GLOMAR JAVA SEA on October 25, 1983, prepared 
by J. M. Duke, Global Marine Drilling Company, dated January 25, 1984. 
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10,191 long tons 
19 feet 4 inches 
23.36 feet 
3.64 feet aft 
0.69 feet 

Table I shows the distribution of liquids from the weight study. See appendix D for tank 
arrangement. 

Table 1.--Liquid loading of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA on October 2S, 1983. 

Tank 

No. 1 DT * 
No. 2P DT ** 
No. 2S DT ** 
No. 3P DB* 
No. 3S DB 
No. 3P WT* 
No. 3S WT 
No. 4P DB 
No. 4S DB 
No. 4P WT 
No. 4S WT 
No. SP DB 
No. SS DB 
No. SP WT 
No. SS WT 
No. 6P DB 
No. 65 DB 
No. SP WT 
No. SS WT 
No. 16P Fwd *** 
No. 16P Aft 
No. 16S Fwd 
No. 16S Aft 
Active and 

Reserve 
No. 7P DT 
No. 7S DT 
No. 7P WT 
No. 7S WT 
No. 8P DB 
No. 8S DB 
No. 8P WT 
No. 8S WT 
No. 8P WT 
No. 8S WT 

Purpose 

Ballast 
Ballast 
Ballast 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Ballast 
Ballast 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Fuel oil 
Fuel oil 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Ballast 
Ballast 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Mud 
Mud 
Mud 
Mud 

Mud 
Ballast 
Ballast 
Fuel oil 
Fuel oil 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Drill water 
Fuel oil 
Fuel oil 

As Loaded 
Long Tons 

3S 
so 

0 

84 "' 0 
110 
110 

75 
0 

170 
170 

81 
81 

214 
216 
38 

0 
288 

0 
62 
78 

0 
70 

110 
' 57 

0 
0 
0 

1S8 
1S8 

0 
0 

108 
108 

* 
** 
*** 

DT = Deep Tank: DB = Double Bottom; WT = Wing Tank. 
P = Port; S = Starboard. , 
Fwd = Forward Aft= After. 

Capacity 
Long Tons 

252 
388 
388 

84 
84 

245 
245 

75 
7S 

241 
241 

81 
81 

283 
309 

83 
83 

289 
291 
124 
124 
124 
124 

564 
238 
237 
2S2 
277 
158 
158 
163 
163 
132 
132 
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Stability.--The USCG Marine Technical and Hazardous Materials Division in 
Washington, D.C., performed intact and damage stability calculations 20/ to determine 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's intact stability on October 25, 1983, and to investigate certain 
assumed fiocfding conditions. The assumed loading condition was based on the GMDC 
weight study. The intact stability calculations showed that the GLOMAR JAVA SEA met 
the USCG intact stability standard contained in MMT Note 6-66 which required the 
drillship to withstand the overturning force of a 100-kn beam wind and also the 1973 ABS 
rules which required the vessel to withstand a 70-kn wind during drilling and a 100-kn 
wind under storm conditions. The damage stability calculations showed that the drillship 
met the damage stability standard contained in the 1973 ABS rules. (See appendixes E and 
F.) 

Four additional flooding cases were assumed. Case 1 assumed the No. 6 starboard 
drill water wing tank was flooded. Case 2 assumed the No. 6 starboard drill water wing 
tank and the No. 7 starboard fuel oil wing tank were flooded. Case 3 assumed the two 
tanks of Case 2 flooded plus the No. 6 starboard ballast double bottom tank. Case 4 
assumed all the tanks of Case 3 plus the No. 7 starboard ballast deep tank were flooded. 
The calculations assumed calm seas, the loading condition from the weight study, and port 
beam winds of 50 and 70 kns. The results of the. assumed flooding are contained in 
table n. 

Case 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 

.4 
4 

Table n.--Assumed flooding cases. 

Winds Speed 
(knots) 

0 
50 
70 

0 
50 
70 

0 
50 
70 

0 
50 
70 

Heel Angle 
(degrees) 

6 
9 
12.5 
14.5 
19 
Ship capsizes 
15 
20 
Ship capsizes 
18 
Ship capsizes 
Ship capsizes 

Structure.--The USCG Marine Technical and Hazardous Materials Division 
performed structural calculations 21/ to determine if the GLOMAR JAVA SEA met the 
longitudinal strength requirements of the 1967 ABS Rules. The results of the calculations 
are contained in table m. 

November Diving Survey.--On October 27, 1983, Global Marine contracted to have 
the 150-foot-long SCHMIDT MANILA, an offshore supply vessel converted into a salvage 
vessel to serve as a platform for an underwater survey of GLOMAR JAVA SEA. Global 
Marine also contracted with Taylor Diving and Salvage Co., Inc. to perform the 

20/ "GLOMAR JAVA SEA Casualty Investigation Intact and Damage Stability 
Calculations" 9 March 1984. 
21/ "GLOMAR JAVA SEA Casualty Investigation Structural Calculations" 22 March 1984. 
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underwater surveys. The SCHMIDT MANILA, which was located in Singapore, was 
equipped with a decompression chamber and diving bell and departed Singapore at 0130 on 
October 30 and arrived at the wreck site about 1830 on November 4 with the NANHAI 207 
from Sanya. -The altemate master of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was aboard the SCHMIDT 
MANILA. 

1967 ABS Rule 
Requirement 

At Frame 101 
Within drill well 

At Frame 90 
forward of 
drill well 

Table m.--GLOMAR JAVA SEA section moduli.~/ 

Deck 
S~tion Modulus 
in-ft 

15,536 

19,060 

18,064 

Bottom 
~tion Modulus 
in-ft 

16,002 

19,274 

17,466 

Anchor buoys Nos. 3, 4, ~' 6, 7, 8, and 9 were in place while anchor bouy No. 2 had 
been dragged to the west and anchor buoy No. 10 had been dragged to the southeast. (See 
figure 4.) The bow of the wreck was directly under anchor buoy No. 8. (During the March 
1984 survey, it was determined that the position of the anchor buoys had not been 
accurately determined in November 1983.) On November 5, a side scan sonar survey of 
the wreck was conducted; however, bad weather forced the SCHMIDT MANILA to return 
to Sanya on November 6. The vessel retumed to the site on November 9 and commenced 
the diving survey of the hull. Both lifeboats were missing, the vessel was inverted, and 
there was a large transverse fracture on the starboard side near the bulkhead at frame 91. 
(See figure 5.) The main deck was fractured where the starboard forward leg of the 
derrick was connected to bulkhead 91, one small fracture was found in the starboard side 
shell plating near the bulkhead at frame 110, and a 17-inch crack was found where the 
main deck and starboard side shell plating meet at frame 100. However, before the divers 
could examine the forward portion of the hull or enter the deckhouse, they had to return 
to Sanya on November 15 for more diving gas. They returned to the site on November 19 
but were unable to do any further surveys due to the bad weather. After several more 
unsuccessful attempts, they departed the site permanently on November 30. 

March Diving Survey.--During December 1983 and January 1984, Global Marine 
searched for a better platform to resume the diving survey. On January 19, the 
Norwegian diving support vessel TENDER CARRIER departed Norway for Singapore under 
contract to Global Marine. On March 1, the TENDER CARRIER departed Singapore after 
having been equipped with a dynamic positioning system, side scan sonar, and a saturation 
living habitat for 10 men. In addition to the crew, onboard were 9 divers and 14 diver 
support personnel from Taylor Diving and Salvage, a USCG officer, the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA drilling group vice president, the Global Marine engineering vice president, the 

22/ Section modulus is mathematically defined as the moment of inertia of a ship's 
midship section about its neutral axis divided by the distance from the neutral axis to the 
upper deck or bottom plating. The larger the section modulus for a given bending 
moment, the lower the stresses in the upper deck or bottom plating. 
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alternate master, and representatives from NHWOC. Also aboard the support vessel was 
a one-man submersible acompanied by two pilots, an electronics technician, and a 
technical director. 

The support vessel arrived onsite on March 7 and began a survey of the BOP which 
was found undamaged, except two of the four guide posts on top were slightly bent. A 
survey of the hull forward of frame 59 showed numerous buckles in the bottom plating and 
side shell, a deep buckle at frame 8 where the keel meets the stem plate, a 6-foot deep 
dent on the port side at frame 59, and a 6-foot deep dent on the port side near frame 50. 
A longitudinal fold in the port sheer strake about 8 feet deep extended from the dent at 
frame 59 to frame 140. The liferaft cradles on the port and starboard sides forward were 
empty. An 8-foot deep dent was found on the port side near frame 91. An examination of 
the four substructure legs of the derrick at frames 91 and 110 showed that the port after 
leg was undamaged, that the port forward leg was cracked along its base, that the 
starboard after leg was undamaged, and that the deck near the starboard forward leg was 
fractured. (See figure 9.) A longitudinal fracture about 5 feet long and 8 inches wide 
extended across the bulkhead at frame 91 so that both starboard wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 
were opened to the sea at the main deck level. At ·frame 146, there was a transverse 
buckle about 30 feet long in the bottom plating. No damage to the drill well structure 
was observed. All main deck openings were closed, except the door at frame 83 leading to 
the reserve mud pit room and the door on the port side at frame 125 to the spare parts 
storage which were missing and the door at frame 135 to the casing storage which 
appeared to have been blown out by pressure. The air vent to starboard drill water tank 
No. 6 was undamaged, and the air vent to starboard fuel oil tank ~o. 7 had been damaged 
by the large transverse fracture on the starboard side. 

The starboard lifeboat davits and falls were examined but only the forward davit 
arm was found in the mud. The davit arm showed no distortion or damage to the 
sheaves. 23/ The tricing pendant 24/ was attached to the davit arm and showed no 
evidence of distortion. Attemptsto recover the blocks 25/ buried in the mud were 
unsuccessful. The gripe pelican hooks 26/ were hanging open with no· damage or 
distortion. The drums for the starboardllfeboat showed the cable lying in. 25 of the 
grooves with 5 grooves empty. The boat winch emergency disconnect switch was seized in 
the on position. Neither port lifeboat davit arm was found. Attempts to pull the port 
lifeboat falls 27 I and blocks from the mud were unsuccessful. The forward fall was 
broken when pulled from the mud with the end deteriorated and . showing corrosion 
indicating it had broken some time before. The after fall broke while being pulled from 
the mud. The forward gripe pelican hook was broken and the after hook was badly 
distorted. Several wraps of cable were on the drum in the grooves and several more were 
around each drum outside the groves and in disarray. 

The fracture on the starboard side and the internal surface of both drill water tank 
No. 6 and fuel oil tank No. 7 were examined. (See figure 10.) The 1 3/8-inch shell plating 
forward and aft of the fracture was set in while the 9/16-inch plating below the 
1 3/8-inch plating was accordioned with smooth folds. The longitudinal bulkhead was 
holed betw:e.e_n frames 88 and 86 about 12 feet below the main· deck by a transverse strut 

23/ Sheaves are the grooved wheels over which the falls are led on the davit arms. 
24/ Tricing pendant is the wire rope that holds the lifeboat against the side of the vessel 
during boarding. 
25/ Blocks are the pulleys on the ends of the davits which facilitate lowering. 
26/ Pelican hook is a quick release clamp. 
27 I Falls are the wire ropes supporting the lifeboat. 
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Figure 9.-GLOMAR JAVA SEA main deck plating showing longitudinal fracture 
and end of transverse fracture. 
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Figure 10.--GLOMAR JAVA SEA starboard plating showing fractured area 
and recovered coupons during March 1984. 
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within the No. 6 wing tank. The side shell at frame 110 was holed about 6 feet above the 
bilge keel by a transverse strut in the No. 7 wing tank. The fracture had two origins. The 
origin of fracture "A" was about 8 feet below the main deck in the 1 3/8-inch-thick side 
shell plating where it met the transverse bulkhead at frame 91 and where a longitudinal 
intercostal was welded to the shell plating and the bulkhead. Fracture "A" extended 
toward the main deck on the aft side of bulkhead 91, through the 7 /8-inch thick sheer 
strake, into the 3/4-inch thick deck plating, around the fuel oil vent opening,and ended 
about 4 feet inboard in the deck plating. The bulwark near frame 91 did not show 
extensive damage. Fracture "A" extended toward the bilge keel on the forward side of 
bulkhead 91 into the 9/16-inch thick plating and ended near the bilge keel. The origin of 
fracture "B" was just below the bilge keel at bulkhead 91, and it extended toward the main 
deck until it intercepted the first fracture just above the bilge keel and ran about 2 feet 
into the 7 /8-inch thick bottom plating and stopped. The fracture surf aces showed no 
evidence or battering or or striking each other. The divers cut coupons or the fracture 
about 2 feet wide and 6 feet long along the fracture surface for metallurgical analyses. 
Ten coupons were taken to the surface, cleaned, and preserved for shipment. Eight 
coupons were shipped to Failure Analysis Associates (FAA) in Houston, Texas, and two 
were given to the Nanhai West Oil Company. · 

The deckhouse was examined both externally and internally. The exterior doors 
were closed, except the door to the emergency generator room on the superstructure deck 
which was found hooked open. Three ship clocks were found: one read 10:47 and two read 
11:55. One wristwatch was found which read 11:37 and a wind up clock read 8:45. 

Metallurgical Tests.-On April 24, 1984, the eight coupons taken from the wreck of 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA were examined in the Houston office of FAA by a group of 
metallurgists including a Safety Board metallurgist. Examination of the hull fracture 
surfaces on the various pieces confirmed that the fracture in the side plating of the ship 
had two areas of initiation. Fracture features over most of the break emanated from an 
origin on the starboard side of the ship, approximately 8 feet below the main deck and 
approximately 0.5 inch forward of the plate for bulkhead 91. The origin area was on the 
inside surface of the 1 3/8-inch hull plate where an intercostal had been welded to the 
hull and to bulkhead 91. The length of cracking which initiated from this origin area was 
about 28 feet. 

The second origin which was located in the hull plate several feet below the bilge 
keel, also was on the inside surface of the hull plate and was directly adjacent to the 
forward face of the plate for bulkhead 91 in the heat affected metal adjacent to the fillet 
weld connecting the plates. The crack from this origin was about 5 feet long. 

The majority of the fracture surface, including both origin areas, consisted of brittle 
fracture intersecting the plate surface at a 90° angle. Both fractures terminated in 
ductile fractures intersecting the fracture surface at a 45° angle. 

The coupons from the main deck to the bottom plating ¥'ere labeled 1, 2A, 2B, 3, 
4A, 4B, 5, and 6, with the origin of fracture "A" on coupon 3 and 4A and the origin of 
fracture "B" in coupon 5. (See figure 10.) After examining and photographing the 
coupons, representative test specimens were cut from coupons 1, 2A, 3, 4A, 5, and 6 and 
sent to Coffer Laboratories, Inc., of Houston, Texas for further testing. Tables IV and V 
contain a comparison of the test specimen's chemical composition, tensile strength, and 
elongation to the 1973 ABS standards for Grade C steel. 
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Table IV.--Chemical composition 
(percent content). 

Specimen Carbon Manganese Phosphorus Sulphur Silicon 

l(a) 0.14 0.79 0.016 0.01 0.23 
l(b) 0.13 0.80 0.017 0.01 0.25 
2(a) 0.11 0.84 0.013 0.01 0.27 
3 0.17 0.75 0.004 0.03 0.23 
4(a) 0.12 0.78 0.016 0.02 0.23 
4(A) 0.12 0.80 0.017 0.02 0.25 
5 0.13 0.79 0.019 0.01 0.25 
6 0.19 0.99 0.015 0.03 0.05 
ABS 0.23 0.60-0.90 0.05 0.05 0.10-0.35 
Standard maxiqmm maximum maximum 

Table V.-- -Tensile strength and elongation. 

Tensile Strength Elongation 
Specimen lbs per sq inch percentage in 2 inches 

l(a) 74,000 23.2 
l(b) 72,100 23.7 
2(a) 69,800 29.~ 

3 69,300 29.1 * 
4(a) not tested not tested 
4(A) not tested not tested 

.. 5 74,500 25.2 
6 74,000 31.1 

ABS 58,000 to 71,000 24 
Standard minimum 

•ABS standard for 1 3/8-thick plate 22.5 minimum. 

In accordance with ASTM Standard E 23 Charpy V-notch tests were conducted at 
83°F, the assumed water temperature. Charpy V-notch tests indicate the amount of 
energy necessary for a fracture to propagate in the material. The higher values mean 
more energy is needed. Table VI contained the results of the tests. 

Limited drop weight tests showed the nil-ductility-transition temperature was 30° F 
for coupon 3 and 50° F for coupon 5. The nil-ductility-transition temperature is the 
temperature at which the mode of fracture of a material changes from ductile to brittle. 
The lower the transition temperature, the more energy necessary for a fracture to 
propagate. Dimensional thickness measurements showed little or no decrease from design 
requirements. 

To determine if there were any preexisting defects at the two fracture initiation 
areas, extensive metallurgical examinations were conducted including Auger electro 
spectroscopy, metallography, and scanning electron microscopy. The results of these 
tests and examinations showed no preexisting fractures or defects at either location. 
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Table Vl.--Charpy impact tests. 

Energy Absorbed 
Coupon Specimen (foot - lbs) 

1 1-1 52.0 
1 1-2 72.0 
1 1-3 54.0 
2A 3-1 124.0 
2A 3-2 110.0 
2A 3-3 134.0 
3 4-1 17.5 
3 4-2 15.0 
3 4-3 11.5 
5 5-1 94.0 
5 5-2 64.0 
5 5-3 105.0 
6 6-1 45.0 
6 6-2 43.0 
6 6-3 47.0 

Motions and Loads-To determine the magnitude of the loads experienced by the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA on October 25, 1983, the USCG and the Safety Board requested the 
ABS to perform certain structural and motion calculations. 28/ These calculations were 
based on a worst case scenario with the following assumptions: 

o · 50-knot wind from 350° 
o 38-foot significant wind wave height from 315° with a period of 10 

seconds 
o 30-foot swell height from 050° with a period of 12 seconds 
o the vessel both moored with nine anchors out and free floating on the 

same heading as the moored vessel. 

The stillwater hull girder shear force and bending moment calculations showed that 
the free floating maximum shear force of 743 long tons and a maximum bending 
movemeni of 76, 700 to~s-feet was slightly larger than th~ moored maximum shear f oree 
of 660 long tons and the maximum bending movement of 70,300 tons-feet. 

To calculate the dynamic stresses amidships under the assumed combined wind and 
swell wave conditions, a combined wind and swell wave point spectrum was produced by 
the U.S. Navy David w. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center. The 
significant values of motions of the drillship under this assumed sea condition were 
calculated and compared to the observed heave, pitch, and roll reported by the crew of 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. The computed significant heave amplitude of 32 feet and 
computed roll amplitude of 16° compared well with the observed values of 24 feet of 
heave and 15° roll. However, the computed pitch amplitude of· 8° was twice the observed 
value of 4°. These higher computed motion values resulted in higher computer stress 
values than the drillship probably experienced. The stress calculations also were 

28/ American Bureau of Shipping Technical Report OED-84009, "Motions and Load 
Effects Analysis of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA for Marine Board of Investigation" June 13, 
1984. . . 
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computed using only the 30-f oot swell and the 38-foot significant wind waves. The 
stillwater and dynamic stresses amidships were then combined. Table VII summarizes the 
calculated vertical bending stress near frame 91 for both the moored and free nos.ting 
cases and compares these values to the actual yield strength of the material tested during 
the metallurgical analyses. The stress level in side shell plating would decrease from the 
values in table VII the farther the side shell plating was from the main deck or bottom 
plating. 

Table VIL--Dynamic stress at frame 91. 

Combined Sea 
Main Deck Plating 
Bottom Plating 

Swell Only 
Main Deck Plating 
Bottom Plating 

Wind Waves Only 
Main Deck Plating 
Bottom Plating 

Yield Strength 
Coupon 1 
Coupon 2A 
Coupon 3 
Coupon 5 
Coupon 6 

Moored 
(tons per sg inch) 

9.4 
10.1 

4.6 
4.9 

9.3 
10.0 

25.1 
23.6 
20.4 
28.0 
23.6 

. -

Free Floating 
(tons per sg inch) 

10.0 
10.7 

5.0 
5.3 

9.9 
10.6 

25.1 
23.6 
20.4 
28.0 
23.6 

Lateral and torsional bending moments at frame 91 also were calculated for the 
combined sea, swell only, and wind wave only cases. The calculated lateral bending 
moments were less than half the vertical bending moments. Since the lateral section 
modulus of the drillship was about twice the vertical section modulus, the lateral stress in 
the shell plating would be about one-fourth the vertical stress. The torsional bending 
moments at frame 91 were only 3 percent of the vertical bending moments for the 
combined sea and would contribute little to the tensile stress in the shell plating. 

Calculations prepared on behalf of Global Marine indicated that the stresses at the 
connection of the derrick substructure to the main deck plating would be about 4.4 ksi 
with the vessel rolling about 40°. A finite element analysis prepared on behalf of Global 
Marine showed that an area of high stress could exist near the origin of fracture "A" as a 
result of hydrostatic pressure as the vessel sank. An expert witness hired by Global 
Marine testified that fracture "A" occurred as a result of hydrostatic pressure as the 
vessel was sinking and that the longitudinal fracture in the main deck near the derrick 
substructure occurred when the vessel struck the bottom. Another expert witness 
testified that the transverse fracture at bulkhead 91 could have been caused by the 
impact of a 30-foot breaking wave against the vessel's shell. This witness also stated that 
the stresses in the deck at the derrick substructure due to rolling of the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA were small. 
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Other Information 

MODU Manning Standards.--Under the conditions of operations as set forth in the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA's COI (see figure 7), when the drillship was navigated for more than 
16 hours in a 24-hour period, the minimum crew required was one master, one chief mate, 
one second mate, one third mate, one radio officer, four able seamen (AB), two ordinary 
seamen (OS), one chief engineer, one first assistant engineer, one second assistant 
engineer, one third assistant engineer, and three oilers. Title 46 CPR 97.14-10 requires 

· that seven of the minimum crew required must be certificated lifeboatmen--four 
lifeboatmen for one of the two 64-person capacity lifeboats and one lif eboatman for each 
of the drillship's three inflatable liferafts. Total personnel allowed on board was limited 
to 64. 

When the drillship was navigated for less than 16 hours in a 24-hour period, the 
minimum crew required was one master, one chief mate, three able seamen, one ordinary 
seaman, one radio officer, one chief engineer, one first assistant engineer, and two oilers. 
Total personnel allowed on board the drillship was still limited to 64 and the required 
number of certificated lifeboatmen was the same. 

While moored on a drilling location, the minimum crew required was one master, 
two able seamen, one ordinary seaman, one chief engineer~ and two oilers. The COI still 
required only seven certificated lifeboatmen even though the total persons allowed on 
board the drillship was increased by 72 percent to 110 persons since the USCG did not 
consider the GLOMAR JAVA SEA subject to 46 CPR 97.14 when moored so as to trigger a 
requirement for additional lifeboatmen. On the other hand, if the MODU regulations (46 
CPR 109.323) which became effective in 1979 were applicable to the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA, the drillship would only have been required to have two lifeboatmen for each 
lifeboat and none for the inflatable liferafts, or a total of four lifeboatmen. 

The GLOMAR JAVA SEA was manned according to the terms and conditions set 
forth in the drilling agreement between the operator (Global Marine) and the contractor 
(ARCO). This agreement specifically listed the number and type of marine personnel to 
be on the drilling unit available and fit for work in addition to the operational crew 
requirement. The drilling agreement called for one master, two able seamen, three 
ordinary seamen, one chief engineer, two assistant engineers, and two oilers to man the 
drillship during moored drilling operations. This agreement exceeded the minimum 
moored crew requirements as set forth on the vessel's COI. Information gathered from 
the crew list and personnel background histories provided by Global Marine indicated 
there were nine certificated lifeboatmen on board the GLOMAR JAVA SEA on 
October 25, 1978, to satisfy the requirement of the COI. 

Current USCG regulations do not addreSs the minimum manning standards and 
qualifications required for the operation of MODU's except the minimum number and 
qualifications of certificated lifeboatmen. In the USCG Marine Safety Manual (CG-495), 
Chapters 50, Part 50-8, and 55 are reserved for future manning requirements for MODU's. 
At the present time, manning requirements for individual MODU's are established by local 
USGC marine inspection offices. 

While self-propelled MODU's that navigate continuously for more than 16 hours but 
less than 72 hours must have a master with an unlimited license, all other deck and engine 
licensed personnel need only to have USCG "industrial licenses." Industrial licenses are 
not defined in USCG regulations, and there are no published standards regarding their 
issuance. However, the USCG Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) dated 
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August 8, 1983, which is a comprehensive rev1s1on of all USCG license regulations, 
contains proposed standards for masters, mates, and engineers on mobile offshore units. 
Presently, licenses are issued by individual USCG Marine Inspection Offices to 
experienced industrial personnel 29/ so that those personnel can satisfy the licensed 
manning requirements of the USCG Certificate of Inspection for certain modes of 
operation. For voyages over 72 hours, both the master and mates are required to have 
unlimited licenses. 

Command of self-propelled drilling units, such as the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, 
alternates between the master and the drilling superintendent, depending on whether the 
drillship is in transit or moored over a drilling site. Traditionally the master of a vessel is 
in command, regardless of its location, whether the vessel is underway or moored. 
Moored M ODU's, on the other hand, are regarded as engaged in an industrial activity by 
the USCG and the person-in-charge is not required to have a maritime background or 
possess a licensE!_ or document attesting to his experience either on ships or MODU's. 

The master of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was a licensed person with knowledge of the 
marine aspects of the MODU. Many masters aboard. MODU's are older, possibly retired 
seafarers who, because of their expertise and maritime experience, are employed to 
command MODU's when in transit. When the MODU's ar~ on the drilling site, however, 
the marine operation becomes secondary to the drilling activity. The command structure 
changes and the drilling superintendent becomes the person-in-charge. When the 
alternate master of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was asked, "to whom do you report?" He 
answered, "I reported to, initially, [the Global Marine] drilling superintendent, the area 
manager and then the vice president of operations." The alternate master testified that 
in the event of heavy weather or an upcoming storm he would "consult with both the 
[Global Marine] drilling superintendent and the [ARCO] drilling supervisor." The 
alternate chief engineer of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, who holds a USCG issued chief 
engineer license for steam and motor vessels of any horse power, testified that "the 
[Global Marine drilling] superintendent" is his immediate supervisor. 

USCG regulations which established the requirement for MODU's were first adopted 
and published in 1978. However, the manning standards for these drilling units have never 
been addressed, other than the requirement that self-propelled units shall have a licensed 
master and that a minimum number of persons aboard be able seamen, ordinary seamen, 
and certified lifeboatmen. In 1978, the USCG ~ompleted a 2-year study of MODU 
operations 30/ to provide a basis for establishing marine-related qualification 
requirements for MODU personnel which included drillships, such as the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA. On August 8, 1983, the USCG issued an NPRM in which it proposed establishing 
personnel qualification standards for MODU's; however, the NPRM did not address MODU 
manning standards except that the master shall be in charge. Presently, the USCG is 
considering proposing further regulations for manning standards and is working on policy 
guidelines for USCG Officers-In-Charge of Marine Inspection to use in establishing 
manning standards for MODU's. The USCG is planning many revisions of its NPRM but 
will not publish a revised NPRM before 1985; the proposals dealing with MODU's will not 
be revised until mid 1985. 

29/ A term used to describe individuals who are not seamen nor passengers in the 
traditional sense but are on board for the sole purpose of carrying out the industrial 
business or function of the MODU. 
30/ Report No. CG-0-76..:78, ·Functional Job Analysis of Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit 
Operations, Vols. I thrum. 
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USCG Overseas Inspection Program.--Beginning in the 1970's, the USCG began to 
station personnel permanently in certain overseas locations to carry out commercial 
vessel safety activities. Because of budgetary constraints, however, on April 1, 1982, the 
USCG closed its overseas Marine Inspection Offices in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, Kobe, 
Japan, and Singapore, and their functions and personnel were reassigned to offices within 
the United States. Currently, the Marine Safety Office (MSO) in Honolulu, Hawaii, is 
responsible for inspection activities in the Far East, the Pacific Basin, and the Indian 
Ocean as far as the Arabian Sea. 

From time to time the USCG makes a service wide call for volunteer inspectors for 
temporary overseas assignments usually of about 30 days duration. When the local USCG 
MSO needs additional inspector manpower to carry out required scheduled inspections, the 
MSO contacts USCG Headquarters, Office of Merchant Marine Safety, Overseas 
Inspection Program Office and informs it of the ships, their overseas locations and the 
required inspections to be handled by the additional inspectors. Then the USCG assigns 
individual officers to temporary inspection duty under the authority of the requesting 
MSO. The USCG officer who inspected the GLOMAR JAVA SEA between October 13 and 
17, 1983, was sent from the USCG's Buffalo MSO t9 temporary assignment out of the 
Honolulu MSO to inspect the GLOMAR JAVA SEA in the South China Sea. He was a 
qualified hull and machinery inspector although he previously had not conducted a biennial 
inspection of a drillship or any MODU. He stated that the ·item that made the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA different from a classic cargo or other ship was the drilling system. The hull 
configuration, navigation, propulsion, and piping systems were the same and the general 
layout was common to all vessels. 

When a ship owner needs a USCG inspection while overseas, he must make a written 
application (at least 60 days in advance of the inspection due date) to the USCG MSO 
responsible for his overseas geogr-aphical area. Application was made by Global Marine to 
the USCG MSO in Honolulu on August 16, 1983, for a biennial inspection of the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA, which was completed on October 17, 1983, in accordance with the USCG's 
Overseas Inspection Program. 

Drydock Inspections.-The USCG has proposed extending the drydock inspection 
period for U.S. vessels in salt water service from 24 to 30 months in recognition of the 
introduction of improved exterior hull coatings which prevents corrosion. ABS presently 
requires vessels to be drydocked every 30 months and IMO is proposing 30 to 36 months as 
a standard. USCG regulations, 46 CFR 107 .261, permit MODU's to have a special 
underwater inspection in lieu of drydocking. Similarily, the ABS rules for MODU's permit 
special underwater surveys in lieu of drydocking. 

Stability Standards.--The USCG, the ABS, and the IMO all have stability standards 
for MODU's. All have very similar requirements for the design of the vessels to withstand 
accidental flooding. Column-stabilized units, such as the OCEAN RANGER, 31/ are 
required to withstand flooding of any two adjacent compartments in the columns near its 
operating drafts but the standards do not address the flooding of lower hulls. Self
elevating units, such as the OCEAN EXPRESS, _ll/ are required to withstand the flooding 

31/ Marine Accident Report--"Capsizing and Sinking of the U.S. Mobile Offshore Drilling 
Unit OCEAN RANGER off the East Coast of Canada, 166 Nautical Miles East of 
St. John's, Newfoundland, February 15, 1982" (NTSB-MAR-83-2). 
32/ Marine Accident Report--"Capsizing and Sinking of the Self-elevating Mobile 
Offshore Drilling Unit OCEAN EXPRESS near Port O'Connor, Texas, April 15, 1976" 
(NTSB-MAR-79-5). 
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of one compartment between watertight bulkheads. Similarly, surface units like the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA are required to withstand flooding of one compartment between 
watertight bulkheads. (See appendix F .) 

Emergency Radio Freguencies/Signals.-The EPIRB is a small buoyant, 
battery-powered, VHF radio transmitting device which automatically transmits signals 
simultaneously on aeronautical emergency frequencies of 121.5 mHz and 243 mHz to 
facilitate search and rescue operations by indicating the position of a vessel in distress. 
The frequency 121.5 mHz is monitored by commercial and private aircraft, and the 
frequency 243 mHz is monitored by military aircraft. Each U.S. vessel in ocean and 
coastwise service must have a USCG-approved EPIRB stowed in a manner so that it will 
float free if the vessel sinks. 

The second set of amendments to the International Convention for the Safety of 
Life at Sea, 1974 (SOLAS 74), were adopted by the Maritime Safety Committee of IMO on 
June 17, 1983 and are scheduled to become effective July 1, 1986. The new amendments 
effects a total revision of Chapter ID-Life Saving Appliances and Arrangements and 
changes to Chapter IV-Radiotelephony and Radiotelegraphy. The revised regulations in 
Chapter m require the carriage of an additional manually activated survival craft EPRIB 
and a two-way radiotelephone for each survival cratt. On August 8, 1984) the Federal 
Communications Com mission (FCC) issued an ANPRM to propose new rules in Part 83 of 
Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CPR) prescribing the general design 
requirements for the new EPIRB and the survival craft two-way radiotelephone apparatus 
required by the revised Chap tel," IV. 

The frequency 2182 kHz is the international calling and distress frequency for ship 
radiotelephene stations operating in the 1605 to 3500 kHz band. The stations must 
maintain an efficient radio listening watch on 2182 kHz while the station is open and not 
communicating on other frequencies. All ship stations in the 2000 to 3000 kHz band also 
must be capable of transmitting on 2182 kHz. The USCG maintains a listening watch on 
2182 kHz for 3 minutes immediately after the hour and 3 minutes after the half hour, the 
internationaly prescribed watch periods for all but emergency communications on this 
frequency. 

The emergency lifeboat radio is designed so that it can be used by a person who may 
not be trained as a radio operator. The radio, when operated on automatic, will send out 
distress signals on 500 kHz and 8364 kHz. The twelve 4-second dashes followed by three 
SOS groups in Morse Code are sent on 500 kHz and are intended to activate the auto 
alarm of any ship in the vicinity not standing a radio watch. Three groups of SOS followed 
by a 30-second dash are then transmitted on 8364 kHz. There is no requirement for an 
auto alarm on this frequecny. The lifeboat radio can be operated manually for two-way 
keyed Morse Code communication between the lifeboat and rescue vessels on 500 kHz and 
8364 kHz. There are a number of marine calling frequencies, but 8364 kHz is the only one 
prescribed for use by airplane survival craft, lifeboats, and other survival craft for 
communication with stations of the maritime mobile service. 

All U.S. vessels on an international voyage must be provided with a portable radio 
apparatus complying with the requirements of the FCC unless at least one lifeboat on 
each side of the vessel is fitted with a fixed radio installation •. All vessels at sea are 
required to observe radio silent periods twice each hour on 500 kHz. During these periods, 
the radio operators are not permitted to transmit but must listen for radio distress 
signals. The silent period on 500 kHz is from 15 to 18 minutes past the hour and from 45 
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to 48 minutes past the hour. Channel 16 (156.8 mHz) is the calling and distress frequency 
for ship VHF radiotelephone stations in the 156 to 158 mHz band, and these stations must 
maintain a listening watch and be capable of transmitting on 156.8 mHz. There are no 
internationally prescribed silent periods on frequency 156.8 mHz. 

MARISAT satellite communication terminals, such as the one that was on board the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA, are equipped with a distress alarm capability. A distress "telex" 
(printed mode) or telephone call can be initiated from this type of terminal. Activating 
the distress call feature overrides all other traffic and assures an immediate frequency 
assignment based on the communications mode (telex or telephone) selected by the ship. 
The ship may then direct dial the desired telephone number or key in the telex number or 
wait momentarily for operator assistance• In any case, an audible alarm is sounded at the 
coast earth station and the call also is connected to a MARISAT operator in the event 
assistance or further coordination is required. 

MARISAT routinely distributes Ship Earth Station User Guides which conspicuously 
list the telephone and telex numbers of the RCC associated with the coast earth station. 
For the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, the coast earth station was located in Japan. 

Lifeboats.--Title 46 CPR 108.519 states that ·each MODU must have a portable 
radio apparatus that meets the requirements of the Federal Communications Commission. 
Title 46 CFR 108.506 states that each lifeboat and liferaft must be capable of being 
launched to the water when the unit has an adverse list up to 15° or trim up to 10°. 

GLOMAR CORAL SEA.--On February 1, 1984, two Safety Board investigators 
visited the GLOMAR CORAL SEA in Mobile, Alabama. The GLOMAR CORAL SEA is a 
Global Marine drillship similar in design to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA but was built 1 year 
before the JAVA SEA at Levingston Shipbuilding Co. The purpose of the visit was to 
become familiar with the drillship's arrangement. One significant difference between the 
two vessels is that the GLOMAR CORAL SEA had open lifeboats while the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA had enclosed lifeboats. The master of the GLOMAR CORAL SEA lowered the 
port lifeboat to the boat deck level. It was observed that cable remained in 25 of the 
grooves on the drum and 5 grooves were empty. 

Heavy Weather Plans.--Global Marine provided the master and drilling 
superintendent of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA with two sets of similar instructions 
concerning heavy weather safety procedures. One set of instructions was contained in the 
drillship's "Operating Manual" and the second set in Global Marine's "Critical Procedures" 
manual. The "Operating Manual" recommended that the master have absolute 
responsibility and authority for the safety of the crew and ship and that the senior drilling 
department member have responsibility for the safety of the well and drilling equipment. 
The "Critical Procedures" manual states, in part: 

o The master has absolute responsibility and authority for the safety of the 
crew and ship. 

o The Senior Drilling Department member aboard is responsible for the 
safety of the well and drilling equipment. 

o. It is the Master's responsibility to offer the Superintendent the best 
possible advice, and to recommend appropriate action. 
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o Until such time that the Master is of the opinion that the· shfp or the 
crew are or may become endangered, the Superintendent is in charge and 
responsible for drilling equipment. · 

o Prior to taking sole command, consult with the Superintendent. 

o Whenever it is apparent that the ship or crew are or may become 
endangered you must declare a state of emergency and assume sole 
command and responsibilty. 
a. Sounding of the general alarm declares a state of emergency. 

The "Operations Manual" states that a heavy weather procedures plan shall be 
compiled by the drilling superintendent and the master and approved by the operator 
(ARCO). The "Critical Procedures" manual states that the hurricane or typhoon 
procedures should be in three phases. During phase 1, when the typhoon or tropical storm 
is within 1,000 miles of the drillship's location,· the drilling superintendent and ARCO 
representative are to prepare a plan for securing the well and drilling equipment while the 
master is to prepare a schedule for retrieving anchors. During phase 2, when a typhoon or 
tropical storm is within 750 miles of the drillship's location, all nonessential personnel are 
to go ashore, and the anchors, except Nos. 2 and 10, are to be made ready to let go. 
During phase 3, when a typhoon or tropical storm is within 500 miles, the guide wires to 
the BOP are to be buoyed and anchor chains Nos. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are to be 
disconnected and buoyed. 

ANALYSIS 

Capsizing and Sinking 

There were no survivors to relate the events which occurred aboard the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA in the South China Sea on the night of October 25, 1983, while the drillship was 
experiencing the effects of Typhoon LEX. The only indication that there was a serious 
problem came at 2341 when the Global Marine assistant rig manager aboard the drillship 
called his drilling group vice president in Houston, Texas, via MARISA T and said that the 
drillship had a 15° starboard list and that they could not determine the cause of the list. 
The assistant rig manager also radioed that the engineers were checking the tanks for 
flooding and that they were dumping the starboard mud tanks in an attempt to reduce the 
list. An examination of the clocks aboard the wreck during the diving survey in March 
1984 indicates that the GLOMAR JAVA SEA sank about 2355 on October 25, 1983, or 
about 9 minutes after the last transmission was cut off at 2346. 

During the March 1984 diving survey, most of the bodies were found in staterooms 
with lifejackets on, indicating that although the crew were prepared for an emergency, 
the capsizing occurred suddenly and unexpectedly perhaps before the crew were directed 
to abandon the drillship. In analyzing the cause of the 15 ° list and the eventual sinking of 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, the Safety Board considered three possible causes: (1) the 
effects of the storm on the anchored vessel, (2) a weight shif.t to the starboard side, and 
(3) asymmetrical flooding of the vessel. Each possible cause is discussed separately in the 
following paragraphs. 

Storm Effects.--The GLOMAR JAVA SEA was moored on a northwesterly heading 
of 339° T to provide a lee for the supply boats from the prevailing northeast winds. As the 
storm approached the drillship at 2100, on October 25, 1983, the crew reported 48- to 
55-kn winds from 330°T, 37-foot high waves from 330°T, and a 30-foot high swell from 
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050° T. Although the roll angle was not reported at that time, the drillship had reported 
15° rolls for most of the day, and at 2210 the Chinese radio operator aboard the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA reported that the "waves are beating on the deck which sounds like thunder." 
At 2341, when the 15° starboard list was reported, the Safety Board's weather hindcast 
indicates the winds had increased to 60 kns from 330° T with 38-f oot waves but the swell 
from 050° T had decreased to about 10 feet as the storm passed near Hainan Island. (See 
figure 2.) These storm conditions alone would not have produced the 15° list reported at 
2341. Between 2100 and 2355 on October 25, the wind was blowing over the bow of the 
drillship and would have produced an insignificant heeling moment. The swell coming 
from 70° off the starboard bow would have produced a port list in addition to the 15° roll 
but the swell decreased from about 30 feet at 2100 to about 10 feet at 2355 with a 
corresponding decrease in energy. Thus, the port list caused by the swell at 2100 should 
have been greater than the port list at 2341, and the 15° list reported at 2341 was not 
caused by the swell. 

Weight Shift.--To compensate for some asymmetrical cargo weight, drillwater tanks 
No. 3 starboard double bottom and the No. 6 starboard wing were empty while the 
corresponding port tanks were full. In addition, several other starboard wing tanks were 
emptya If the engineer on watch had inadvertently shifted liquids from port to starboard, 
this shift could have caused the reported 15° list, but he should have been immediately 
aware of his error by watching the clinometers in the engineroom, even with the drillship 
rolling 15°. However, the 2341 MARISAT conversation indicated that the engineers could 
not determine the cause of the, problem. 

Since the drillship was reported rolling 15° under the sea conditions, it is possible 
that some cargo broke loose, such as the drill pipe, causing the reported 15° list. 
However, the roll angle should have decreased. as the swell "'eereased between 2100 and 
2341 and the chance of cargo breaking loose also should have decreased. The location of 
the drill pipe on the sea bottom to the southwest of the well location indicates that the 
drill pipe broke loose after the drillship capsized. The GLOMAR JAVA SEA's anchor 
system provided a damper to the vessel's roll motion. If the drillship's port anchors either 
had dragged or broken, the vessel would have rolled more to starboard than to port, and 
appeared to the crew as a starboard list. However, the assistant rig manager did not 
report any broken chains when he called Houston at 2341, and during the diving surveys 
after the accident, the anchors were found to be in position. 

Asymmetrical Flooding.--Stability calculations performed after the accident 
showed that if the empty starboard drillwater wing tank No. 6 and the empty starboard 
fuel oil tank No. 7 had been fiooded by sea water, the GLOMAR JAVA SEA would have 
taken on about a 15° list. Even with only one tank flooded, the drillship would have 
experienced about a 6° list. With the waves crashing on deck from the starboard side, it 
is possible the air vent to one or both of these tanks was fractured and the tank(s) began 
taking on water. Since the drillship was rolling 15°, the crew may not have noticed the 
list immediately but as the vessel heeled, the water would have entered the tank(s) faster. 
At 2341, the swell had subsided but the list would have increased so that the 10-foot 
waves still would have been crashing on deck, and the deck edge would have been 
submerged at about 11° list. Further flooding then could have occurred through deck 
openings, such as the vent to the machinery spaces and the drillship would have capsized 
and sunk. However, during the March survey, the air vent to st~rboard drill water wing 
tank No. 6 was found undamaged; while the starboard fuel oil wing tank No. 7 air vent was 
damaged when the large transverse fracture on the starboard side occurred. Moreover, 
the engineer on watch should have become aware of a list from fiooding through a small 
opening., such as an air vent, by observing the clinometers and should have taken some 
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action to determine the cause of the list before 15° was reached. Although there were no 
remote reading gauges in the engineroom, the engineer if he determined there was a 
permanent list could have taken suction on the empty starboard tanks to determine if 
there was any flooding. The drillship had sufficient pumping capacity to dewater any tank 
that was flooding through a small opening, such as a vent. However, soundings of the 
tanks to determine the liquid level would have had to have been taken by crewmembers 
through the main deck sounding tubes which would have been extremely difficult and 
dangerous with the waves washing on deck. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that 
Global Marine should install remote gauging devices in the enginerooms on all its drillships 
to provide constant monitoring of tank levels and an immediate indication of any liquid 
level change in the tanks due to damage or during severe weather conditions. The remote 
gauging devices would also facilitate day-to-day liquid movements. 

An underwater videotape survey of the wreck performed shortly after the accident 
showed a 40-foot-long transverse fracture in the starboard side and a separate 
longitudinal fracture in the deck plating of wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7. If the large 
transverse fracture occurred while the vessel was afloat on the surface, starboard wing 
tanks Nos. 6 and 7 would have flooded and could account for the undetermined 15° list 
reported at 2341 since the drillship's pumps would n()t have been able to overcome the 
subsequent rate of flooding. The Safety Board examined a number of factors which could 
have caused this fracture. A review of the videotapes did not show any evidence of an 
external explosion. Thus, sabotage by outside interests or a stray mine that had come 
adrift was ruled out. Because the hull plating was deformed inwardly, a deliberate or 
accidental internal explosion also was rejected. A deliberate ramming or accidental 

· collision by another vessel was considered. The fracture showed no evidence of a collision 
with a steel vessel, and no vessel was reported as being in the area at the time of the 
accident. However, a wooden vessel such as a fishing vessel could have hit the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA during the storm. The sharp blow of the wooden vessel striking the drillship 
could have initiated the fracture while not leaving. any visible damage to the hull. 
However, the likelihood of a wooden vessel operating near the GLOMAR JAVA SEA during 
Typhoon LEX is remote. 

The longitudinal fracture about 5 feet long and 8 inches wide in the main deck where 
the forward starboard leg of the derrick connected into the bulkhead at frame 91 also 
could account for the 15° list reported at 2341. The fracture was large enough to lead to 
rapid flooding of starboard wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 with the waves washing over the deck. 
As the vessel heeled, the rate of flooding would have increased, and the drillship's pumps 
probably could not have kept up with the flooding. The fracture could have occurred 
before or after the vessel capsized. 

Structural Failure 

The metallurgical analysis of the transverse fracture near frame 91 (see figure 10) 
and the shell plating adjacent to the fracture showed no preexisting fractures or defects 
in the two fracture origin areas. Therefore, the two fractures probably were not the 
result of any local corrosiOn fatigue or material defect, but pr.obably were caused by a 
high tensile stress in the material. The shell plating had a yield strength about twice the 
load stress calculated by the ABS, and the motion and load calculations performed by the 
ABS showed moderate stress levels in the shell plating of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA under 
the assumed severe sea conditions. Thus, while moored, the drillship should have been 
able to withstand the bending and twisting of its hull due to the wind waves and swell it 
experienced on October 25, 1983, based on its structural strength. 
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The GLOMAR JAVA SEA experienced damage on its port side from supply vessels 
offloading cargo on two different occasions, in January and August 1983. The USCG 
inspector and the ABS surveyor who inspected the drillship in October 1983 agreed that 
the temporary repairs were sufficient until the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's next required 
drydocking. Because the drillship listed to starboard and the evidence indicates that the 
damage on the port side of the wreck was not related to the earlier damage caused by the 
supply vessels, the Safety Board believes this damage did not contribute to the accident. 

The 5-f oot longitudinal fracture near frame 91 at the connection of the derrick 
substructure with the main deck plating could have been the result of the dynamic 
stresses in the deck caused by the motion of the derrick. However, calculations showed 
that the stresses in the main deck plating at the connection with the derrick substructure 
were small, even with the vessel rolling 40°. Therefore, this fracture probably occurred 
when the derrick hit the bottom of the ocean as the vessel was sinking. 

The sudden capsizing and sinking of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA suggests that a 
structural failure might have occurred while the drillship was on the surf ace. Fracture 
"A," initiated about 8 feet below the main deck in the·l 3/8-inch thick side shell plating, 
may also have occurred as a result of an impact load or secondary or tertiary stresses 
near frame 91. A large log, a wooden boat, or other wooden debris of substantial mass 
could have caused fracture "A" if it had been thrown against the side of the drillship by 
the swell. A wooden object would not necessarily leave any evidence of impact on the 
shell plating. The forces associated with wave impact also may have raised the localized 
stress level sufficiently to cause fracture "A." 

The location and orientation of the debris on the bottom leads to the conclusion that 
the starboard bow moorings broke before the vessel capsized, thus allowing it to tum 
broadside to the seas and drift southwest to a location above the debris before capsizing. 
If the side shell had fractured as a result of wave impact while the vessel was afloat, it is 
likely that the two fracture surfaces would have struck each other repeatedly as a result 
of the vessel working in the seas, at least in those areas where the surf aces were close 
together. Also, if a series of waves struck the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's side shell with 
sufficient force to cause the damage observed at bulkhead 91, it is likely that the bulwark 
would have shown extensive damage. The fracture surfaces did not show evidence of 
striking each other, and the bulwark at frame 91 did not show extensive damage, 
indicating that the fracture probably did not occur from wave impact while the vessel was 
afloat. Accordingly, the Board believes that fracture "A" and the damage at starboard 
wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 probably resulted from hydrostatic pressure after the vessel sank. 

Since the 15° list did not result from the fracture at bulkhead 91 on the starboard 
side, its cause cannot be determined with certainty. The list might have been caused by. a 
shift of drill pipe and/or casing, or intentional or unintentional flooding of other spaces. 
In either case, the crew should have been aware of the cause - a shift of drill pipe would 
have been accompanied by significant noise, and a gradual flooding of intact spaces should 
have led to the recognition of the list and the search for its cause long before the list 
reached the magnitude of 15°. Regardless of the cause of the list, the list would have 
made the vessel more vulnerable to capsizing to starboard as it rolled in the heavy seas. 
The Board believes that the vessel capsized to starboard as a result of severe rolling while 
experiencing a 15° list in the heavy seas. 

Metallurgical Tests 

The drop weight tests indicated that coupon 3 had a superior resistance to brittle 
fracture when compared to coupon 5. The Charpy tests indicated the reverse. However, 
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both tests suggested that the hull plate pieces had sufficient resistance to brittle failure 
under the loads calculated to have been imposed on the drillship on October 25. Although 
the steel used in the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was not required by ABS to meet any Charpy 
V-notch testing standard, coupon 3, under the present rules, would not have met the 
minimum toughness requirement of 20-foot-pounds at 32° F for steel over 1-inch thick. 

Stability and Loading 

A weight study conducted after the accident showed that the GLOMAR JAVA SEA 
as loaded on October 25, 1983, had a mean draft of 19 feet 4 inches, which was less than 
its maximum allowable draft of 21 feet 1/4 inch and indicated that the vessel was not 
overloaded. The stability calculations conducted after the accident showed that the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA met all intact and damage stability standards required by ABS and 
USCG. However, calculations performed in connection with this investigation indicate 
that there are several areas where the safety of similar drillships could be improved 
regarding stability and loading and these will be discussed below. 

Under current USCG, ABS, and IMO standards,_ drillships similar to the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA are required to be designed to withstand the accidental flooding of one wing 
tank. Calculations showed that the flooding of both starboard wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 
could have led to the capsizing and sinking of the drillship. · If the GLOMAR JAVA SEA 
had been designed to withstand the flooding of two wing tanks or if an operational 
restriction had been placed on the vessel not to have two adjacent wing tanks empty, such 
a situation could not occur. There is a need for the USCG, the ABS, and the IMO to revise 
their stability standard for drillships to ·require drillships to withstand the flooding of two 
adjacent wing tanks. 

Neither the operating manual approved by the ABS or the USCG gave the master of 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA any guidance on the degree of survivability 33/ to which the 
drillship was designed. If the master had known that the GLOMARJAVA SEA was 
designed only to withstand the flooding of one wing tank, he might not have permitted the 
chief engineer to have two adjacent wing tanks empty. The ABS no longer approves 
operating manuals and states that this is the responsibility of the owner. The Safety 
Board believes that the USCG should insure that the operating manuals of all MODU's 
contain information on the degree of survivability from flooding and that Global Marine 
should revise its existing operating manuals to include this information. Global Marine 
also should make it a policy that adjacent wing tanks on drillships not be empty. 

Testimony from altemate masters and engineers indicate that the responsibility for 
loading the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was split between the drilling superintendent, the 
master, and the engineers. The drilling superintendent was responsible for supplies, such 
as drill pipe and drill water for the drilling operation. The master was responsible for 
completing a stability calculation on each tour, and the engineers were responsible for 
keeping the drillship level and providing the master with tank soundings once a week prior 
to the supply vessel delivery. One master testified that he would not find out what 
supplies were to be put on board the drillship until the supply vessel arrived and that 
sometimes all the cargo could not be offloaded at one time without overloading the 
drillship. The loading and distribution of weights on a drillship is critical to the safe 
operation of the vessel. Global Marine should designate one person to be responsible 

33/ Survivability indicates how many tanks or compartments can be flooded without the 
drillship capsizing or sinking. 
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for the ordering, loading, and distribution of fuel and supplies and that person should be 
the master. Global Marine had made the master of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA responsible 
for maintaining the stability of the vessel at a safe level, but the master was not 
consulted as to what supplies could be loaded safely. Furthermore, the engineer routinely 
transferred liquids at the request of the driller without consulting the master concerning 
the safety of the vessel. 

Survival Factors 

The Safety Board considered a number of factors which may have contributed to the 
large loss of life including: (1) the decision by ARCO and Global Marine not to evacuate 
nonessential personnel; (2) the decision by ARCO and Global Marine to keep the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA anchored; (3) the lack of an ARCO contingency plan; and (4) ARCO's radio 
procedures in Zhanjiang. 

The typhoon plan for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA clearly states that when the typhoon 
center was 1,000 miles away all nonessential personnel were to be put ashore. When the 
METEO ·weather reporting service issued its forecast at 1630 on October 22 that the 
tropical depression had been upgraded to a tropical storm and was moving west-northwest 
toward the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, the storm was less tl)an 500 miles away. Various 
witnesses testified that Typhoon LEX was only a tropical storm and not a typhoon (over 
64-kn winds); however, the ARCO supervisor and Global Marine superintendent began the 
process of securing the well in accordance with the typhoon plan. This process was 
completed at 1015 on October ·23, but the evacuation of nonessential personnel was never 
instituted. Under the terms of the drilling contract between ARCO and Global Marine 
ARCO was required to pay Global Marine about $40,000 for each day whether drilling or 
secured for weather .. The evacuation of personnel to shoreside facilities would delay the 
resumption of drilling operations and increase the cost to ARCO. Although, METEO never 
declared LEX a typhoon, the Safety Board believes that ARCO and Global Marine should 
have implemented their typhoon plan completely oil the basis of the tropical storm 
warning by METEO. The Joint Typhoon Warning Center did classify LEX as a typhoon at 
1400 on October 25 but neither ARCO nor Global Marine was aware of the JTWC 
classification. Typhoons, hurricanes, and other storms with winds of over 64 kil normally 
develop over a period of time from less severe storms. (See figure 8.) The purpose of the 
typhoon plan was to provide adequate time for the crew of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA to 
prepare the vessel for a severe storm and to evacuate personnel. 

While ARCO and Global Marine acted quickly to protect their drilling equipment 
from the possible effects of the storm, they appear to have hesitated to evacuate 
crewmembers. The alternate master testified that about a month or two before the 
accident, nonessential personnel had been evacuated in preparation for a storm but the 
storm turned northward and did not pass near the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. On October 23, 
there was no impediment to beginning to evacuate nonessential personnel at any time 
after about 1015 when the marine riser was brought on deck. The 1030 METEO forecast 
indicated that LEX would pass within 100 nautical miles of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, and 
that forecast alone should have provided sufficient impetus ta begin the evacuation. The 
onscene evaluation of when to begin the evacuation should have included consideration of 
the existing weather conditions and vessel motions at the drilling site, the forecasts 
pertaining to LEX, and the uncertainty of the ultimate track and strength of the storm, so 
that the evacuation could be completed before the conditions deteriorated sufficiently to 
make evacuation dangerous. 
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Although the master had the final authority to order evacuation, several 
crewmembers and management personnel testified that this was normally a joint decision 
of the ARCO supervisor, the Global Marine drilling superintendent, and the master, who 
normally served in an advisory capacity to the Global Marine drilling superintendent. 
Furthermore, only the ARCO supervisor had authority to order the helicopters or the 
supply vessel to carry out the evacuation. The Safety Board believes that the failure of 
ARCO and Global Marine to evacuate nonessential personnel in accordance with the 
typhoon plan may have resulted in the loss of many lives. The only essential personnel on 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, after the drill string had been hung off and the marine riser 
secured on deck, were those in the marine department and perhaps some Global Marine 
and ARCO supervisory personnel. The marine department would have been needed for 
disconnecting anchors Nos. 3 through 9, hauling in anchors Nos. 2 and 10, and for getting 
underway. About 55 to 65 of the 81 persons in the GLOMAR JAVA SEA crew would have 
been saved if the master and Global Marine and ARCO management personnel had not 
waited for the storm to be officially declared a typhoon before evacuating nonessential 
personnel. Since none of the Global Marine management personnel who testified could 
identify the nonessential personnel on the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, there is a need for Global 
Marine to better define nonessential personnel in their operating manuals to eliminate 
confusion as to which crewmembers should be evacua~ed. 

The typhoon plan provided that when the typhoon center was 1,000 miles away, 
anchors Nos. 3, 4, 8, and 9 were to be taken in; then, anchors Nos. 5 and 7 were to be 
buoyed off; and finally, anchors Nos. 2 and 10 were to be picked up. This process takes 
several hours to carry out so it needs to be accomplished well in advance of a storm 
before conditions become too rough for the supply vessel to pick up the anchors. The 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA's motion in a seaway, like any conventional vessel, was dependent 
upon its heading. To minimize its motions, a conventional vessel underway will slow down 
in a storm and head into the wind and waves. The Safety Board. believes that on 
October 24, with LEX heading toward the drillship, but before the seas became too rough 
for the supply vessel to work the anchors, anchors Nos. 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9 should have been 
picked up and anchors Nos. 5 and 6 buoyed. This would have permitted the master to 
maneuver the GLOMAR JAVA SEA to minimize its motion and would have allowed the 
vessel to pick up bow anchors Nos. 2 and 10 if necessary without the aid of the supply 
vessel. By remaining anchored with all nine anchors out, the GLOMAR JAVA SEA 
experienced the full force of the 30-foot swells on its starboard side, resulting in 15° rolls 
and waves crashing on deck. If the vessel had been free to maneuver to minimize its 
motions, it would have been less likely to capsize. 

If the drillship had been prepared to get underway on October 24 by picking up seven 
of its nine anchors, the GLOMAR JAVA SEA could have sought shelter when it received 
the 1330 forecast on October 25 that LEX was to pass near the drillship. Since the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA was capable of about 11 kns under full load, the drillship could have 
either attempted to seek shelter on the western side of Hainan Island about 9 to 12 hours 
sailing time away or sailed to the southeast away from the storm. There were no shoal 
areas within 150 nmi of the drillship to the southeast. 

The GLOMAR JAVA SEA's typhoon plan may have been unrealistic in respect to the 
proximity of a storm which could trigger the decision to evacuate nonessential personnel 
or to disengage anchors. The typhoon plan required the drilling superintendent to begin 
securing the well and the drilling equipment when the storm was 1, 200 miles away or 
about 400 nmi to the east of the Philippine Islands (see figures 2 and 8) before he knew 
whether the storm would turn north or enter the South China Sea. Evacuation and the 
letting go of anchors by the master was to be accomplished at a storm center distance of 
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1,000 miles, i.e., before the storm crossed the Philippines and entered the South China Sea 
and with the center of the storm about 3 to 4 days away from the drillship's position. 
Since the South China Sea is an area of many tropical storms and typhoons with a 
42-percent probability during the month of October for the occurrence of a tropical 
cyclone but in which only few actually affect the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's operating area:, 
the crew was reluctant to evacuate personnel and disengage anchors every time a tropical 
storm or typhoon entered the South China Sea. There is a need for Global Marine's 
management personnel in Houston to review individual drillship heavy weather plans and 
set realistic guidelines for the evacuation of personnel and the moving of the vessel off 
location due to the approach of a tropical storm, a hurricane, or a typhoon. 

Although ARCO participated in the development of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's 
typhoon plan, ARCO itself did not have any contingency plan in case the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA or any of the Chinese supply vessels or helicopters encountered difficulties. Since 
ARCO controlled the drillship, the supply vessels, the helicopters, and the radio 
communications, it was ARCO's responsibility to develop a contingency plan for an 
emergency. ARCO personnel knew that Typhoon L~X was predicted to pass near the 
drillship during the night of October 25 yet no one, except the Chinese radio operators, 
remained on duty to monitor communications from the GLOMAR JAVA SEA or the 
NANHAI 205. No radio operator was on duty from 2300 'to midnight and from 0600 to 
0700, and no plan was in place for the radio operators to alert the ARCO operations 
manager or superintendent at their hotel had a distress message been received. 
Fortunately, the NHWOC office was manned as usual that night and received the message 
that the crew of the drillship had donned lifejackets and requesting that the ARCO 
operations manager be alerted. If the drillship had been able to make contact with ARCO 
headquarters in Zhanjiang at 2300, ARCO may have learned specific details of any 
problems aboard the vessel. Instead, the drillship was able to leave only a "call back" 
message with the Chinese radio operator in Sanya. Since ARCO is continuing its drilling 
operations in the South China Sea, there is a need for ARCO to develop a detailed 
contingency plan for its contracted MODU's and offshore supply vessels in case of an 
emergency. CNOOC should require ARCO and all companies conducting drilling 
operations to prepare and submit for review detailed contingency plans for emergencies. 

Examination of the wreckage of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and the distress message 
on 500 kHz on October 27 at 1307 indicates that the starboard lifeboat may have been 
successfully boarded and launched but not the port lifeboat. The cable laying in the 
starboard drums on the wreck of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA is the same amount observed by 
Safety Board investigators on the GLOMAR CORAL SEA when the GLOMAR CORAL 
SEA's lifeboats were lowered to the boat deck level. With the drillship listed 15°, 
embarkation and launching probably occurred near the boat deck level~ Also, there was no 
evidence of damage to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's starboard davit arm. In contrast, the 
port falls were in disarray on the drums and the port gripe pelican hooks were broken and 
distorted as though the port lifeboat may have been tom away from the GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA by the forces of the typhoon while the drillship was still on the surface or may have 
broken loose after the drillship capsized. The transmission of. the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's 
call sign and a position at 1307 on October 27, 1983, could only have been sent on 500 kHz 
on a lifeboat radio by a person in one of the drillship's lifeboats. The GLOMAR JAVA SEA 
had sunk more than 36 hours before the message. Those who may have safely abandoned 
the drillship in the starboard lifeboat probably perished in the 20-knot winds and 7-foot 
seas which prevailed on October 27 and 28, 1983. Although the covered lifeboat was 
probably selfrighting with its hatches closed, the lifeboat probably would not right itself if 
it capsized with its hatches open. To rig the lifeboat radio antenna, it probably would 
have been necessary to open a hatch. FCC regulations required that by June 1, 1980, the 
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GLOMAR JAVA SEA's lifeboat radio be replaced by a lifeboat radio with an antenna that 
did not require the opening of a hatch. The survivors also may have opened the hatches 
for other reasons, not realizing the danger of capsizing if the boat took on significant 
amounts of water. On October 28, the accident area was searched intensely by 
helicopters and at 0950 an overturned lifeboat was spotted by air in a position near the 
position reported in the distress message. The Board believes that the overturned lifeboat 
probably was the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's starboard lifeboat. The port lifeboat has never 
been seen or recovered. Kadena RCC determined that the probability of the air search 
detecting a lifeboat was over 90 percent. Therefore, although there were no survivors 
from this accident, there probably were some survivors in the drillship's starboard lifeboat 
for 36 to 48 hours after the accident. 

USCG lifeboat standards for drillships need to be improved. Federal regulations 
under which the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was certificated require sufficient lifeboat capacity 
on each side of the vessel for 100 percent of the persons onboard and liferafts of 
sufficient capacity for 50 percent of the persons on board. Similarly, SOLAS 74 requires 
cargo ships to have sufficient lifeboat capacity on eacfl side of the vessel for 100 percent 
of the persons onboard and liferafts for 50 percent of the persons onboard. One reason for 
100 percent capacity on each side is that lifeboats· are de$igned to be launched at a 
maximum list of 15°. With the typhoon at its peak and the GLOMAR JAVA SEA listing 15° 
or more, it was probably impossible to launch the port lifeboat'. Therefore, only part of 
the crew evacuated in the starboard lifeboat which had a maximum capacity of 64 
persons. There was a crew of 81 persons aboard, and the USCG COi authorized up to 110 
persons aboard while moored at the well location without any increase in lifeboat capacity 
above 64 per side. Since a drillship spends a large percentage of its time moored at the 
well location, the USCG regulations for MODU's should be amended to require 100 percent 
lifeboat capacity on each side at all times on drillships. 

During its investigation of the sinking of the OCEAN RANGER, 34/ the Safety 
Board found that the large number of nonmarine persons on board MODUiS when drilling 
makes the importance of the certificated lifeboatmen even greater than on other types of 
oceangoing vessels where most of the crewmembers are experienced mariners. The 
Safety Board found that, because the OCEAN RANGER was moored at the drilling site, 
there was no less of a need for certificated lifeboatmen for the liferafts. As shown by 
this accident and the OCEAN RANGER accident, the need for properly operated survival 
equipment is just as great when the MODU is moored as when it is underway. The Safety 
Board issued Safety Recommendation M-83-12 on February 28, 1983, recommending that 
the USCG: 

Provide guidance to officers-in-charge of marine inspection which relate 
the manning requirements for certificated lifeboatmen on a MODU to 
the size of the lifeboats and the number of nonmarine crew aboard a 
mobile offshore drilling unit and not to the mode of operation of the 
unit. 

The USCG responded on July 20, 1983, that: 

The Coast Guard concurs with this recommendation. Policy guidance 
will be sent to all officers-in-charge of marine inspection directing them 
to require certificated lifeboatmen in accordance with 46 CFR 109.323. 

34/ Op. cit., p. 51. 
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The Safety Board has classified Safety Recommendation M-83-12 as "Open
Acceptable Action" until such guidance has been issued. 

On August 7, 1984, the USCG distributed a letter to Officer in Charge of Marine 
Inspection (OCMI) concerning the clarification of various USCG policies involving 
merchant vessel personnel. Item 23 of the letter addressed MODU lifeboatmen and 
reminded OCMrs that 46 CFR 109.323 is the applicable regulation to determine the 
number of lifeboatmen, able seamen, or licensed deck officers for lifeboats and liferafts 
on MODU's. Item 23 also stated that the USCG was reviewing the qualifications and 
examination requirements for establishing able seaman-special (MODU) and lifeboatmen 
(MODU) ratings and that a policy statement would follow in the near future. (As of the 
adoption date of this report, the policy has not been established.) The GLOMAR JAVA 
SEA again points to the need for adequate numbers of certificated lifeboatmen on 
MODU's where there is a large number of nonmarine personnel. 

As a result of its investigation of the capsizing and sinking of the OCEAN RANGER 
with the loss of all 84 persons aboard, the Safety BQard issued Safety Recommendation 
M-83-20 on February 28, 1983 recommending that the. USCG: 

Require that a suitable vessel, capable of retrieving persons from the 
water under adverse weather conditions, be assigned to all U.S. mobile 
offshore drilling units at all times for the purpose of evacuating 
personnel from the unit in an emergency. 

On July 20, 1983, the USCG replied: 

The Coast Guard partially concurs with this recommendation. The 
nature of oil exploration operations is such that offshore supply vessels 
routinely operate in the vicinity of mobile offshore drilling units. 
Off shore supply vessels typically have a low freeboard aft and can be 
readily used to recover persons from the water, provided that those 
persons are able to assist themselves. The vessels that tried to rescue 
the OCEAN RANGER victims were able to come close enough to toss 
lines to the victims but the persons in the water were unable to help 
themselves. If the persons in the water had been wearing exposure suits, 
they probably would have been capable of assisting themselves onto the 
rescue vessel. 

On February 3, 1983, the Coast Guard published a Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (48 FR 4837) which would require exposure suits for 
personnel on mobile offshore drilling units and other types of vessels. As 
pointed out in your report NTSB-MAR-83-2, the requirements would 
pertain to vessels operating in areas where the water temperature may 
fall below 60° F. There are no lifesaving appliances or survival 
equipment systems that can guarantee the survival of all personnel on 
board a vessel involved in a casualty, especially in wind and sea 
conditions such as those encountered by the OCEAN RANGER. 
However, had the proposed requirement for exposure suits been in effect 
at the time of the OCEAN RANGER casualty, the number of lives lost 
could have been significantly reduced. The standby vessel for the 
OCEAN RANGER, the SEAFORTH HIGHLANDER, was on scene within 
one hour. Therefore, the problem was not one of getting a standby 
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vessel on scene in a reasonable amount of time but rather one of 
rescuing victims who were rendered helpless by the effects of 
hypothermia. 

We feel that the proposed regulations for exposure suits· would 
effectively comply with the intent of this recommendation. In addition, 
the Coast Guard published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
for offshore supply vessels on 14 February 1983 (48 FR 6636). The 
proposed rules would require offshore supply vessels to be equipped with 
rescue boats that must be capable of taking an unconscious person on 
board from the sea. We believe that most of the rescue boats for 
offshore supply vessels will be of the inflatable or rigid-inflatable type, 
·similar to boats now being utilized on Coast Guard cutters for rescue 
purpose. The only offshore supply vessels that would be exempt for the 
rescue boat requirement would be those that carry lifeboats or those 
offshore supply vessels that are designed or modified to be capable of 
recovering helpless persons directly from tbe sea. 

The Safety Board has classified Safety Recommendation M-83-20 as "Open-
Unacceptable Action" pending further consideration of this ·matter by the USCG. 

Although no lives were saved by the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's standby boat, the 
NANHAI 205, the capsizing and sinking of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA again emphasizes the 
need for suitably equipped standby vessels. The USCG Advance Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking of February 14, 1983, addresses U.S. offshore supply vessels but would not be 
applicable to the NANHAI 205 which was a PRC vessel. Canada, Norway, and the United 
Kingdom all require a standby boat for MODU's operating off their coasts. Since standby 
boats are already an integral part of drilling operations of a mobile MODU, both the 
USCG and the CNOOC should require that a suitable vessel, properly equipped for ocean 
rescue, be assigned to all MODU's when moored over a drill site. 

Moreover, standby vessels should use their radar and all available radio equipment to 
keep in contact with the drillship and shoreside facilities during periods of severe weather 
or limited visibility. The NANHAI 205 was not using its radar and turned off its SSB radio 
around 2315 on October 25, 1983, leaving only its VHF radio for communication. Had the 
NANHAI 205 maintained a radio watch on its SSB radio, the NANHAI 205 might have been 
alerted earlier of the lack of radio communication between shoreside facilities and the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA. If shoreside ARCO personnel had been.able to contact the NANHAI 
205 sooner, they may have realized that the drillship was in trouble. Without radio 
contact with either vessel, the shoreside radio station did not know whether the lack of 
communication was due to the weather conditions or some problem aboard the vessels. 
Although maintaining radar contact with the GLOMAR JAVA SEA under the severe 
weather conditions would have been difficult, the NANHAI 205 should have attempted to 
keep radar contact and might thereby have been alerted sooner of the drillship's 
disappearance. Both ARCO and the CNOOC should require that standby boats use their 
radar and maintain a radio watch on all available radio equipment at night and under 
adverse weather conditions. This would provide an additional safeguard in the operation 
of both the supply vessels and the mobile offshore drilling units. 

Search and Rescue Efforts 

The last communication from the drillship was a MARISAT call at 2341, October 25, 
1983, to Global Marine's Houston office; however, the communication was cut off at 2346 
before extensive information could be exchanged. During the next 2 hours, Global Marine 
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made repeated attempts to regain contact with the drillship. After receiving no response, 
Global Marine promptly called the USCG Rescue Coordinator Center (RCC) at San 
Francisco reaching it about 0220 and apprised them of the drillship's situation and loss of 
communication. At 0357, RCC Kadena, Okinawa, was notified by USCG San Francisco. 
However, at 0500, it was necessary for Kadena to contact Global Marine in Houston to 
obtain a detailed description of the drillship, its call sign, types of radios, and radio 
frequencies. Even though this information was available in Houston, it took some time for 
Global Marine to gather the specific data on the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. 

Global Marine reacted quickly in notifying the USCG of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's 
situation; however, time was lost because necessary vessel information was not available 
to the USAF RCC in the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's operating area. The Safety Board believes 
that Global Marine in the PRC and ARCO China should have had a contingency plan to 
notify the RCC in Kadena immediately of the vessel's moored position, description, 
number and types of lifeboats/liferafts, radio call sign, type of radios, and operating 
frequencies. 

When informed of the loss of communications ·between GLOMAR JAVA SEA and 
Houston shoreside facilities, the RCC at Kadena Air· Base immediately went into action 
and issued an urgent marine inf or ma ti on broadcast (UMIB) and attempted radio contact 
with the drillship through a WC-130 (military aircraft) which was already in the area. 
When informed at 2140 on October 26 that a commercial airliner had picked up an EPIRB 
distress signal in the area, Kadena began an extensive air search that eventually covered 
72,000 square miles and about 240 hours of flight time. The search lasted for 10 days with 
as many as six U.S. aircraft in the air on a single day. Aircraft pilots fiew search sorties 
in extremely hazardous weather conditions, both day and night, and over waters that were 
very unfriendly. In spite of some initial communication and language problems and 
difficult weather conditions, the military aircraft were able to detect strobe lights, 
liferafts, dye markers, and other vessel debris. The Safety Board believes that the air 
search conducted and coordinated by Kadena was timely, thorough, and extensive. 

Global Marine in Houston established a vital, 24-hour around-the-clock 
communications link between RCC Kadina and ARCO China in Hong Kong, which had a 
direct line to ARCO Zhanjiang. Global Marine also supported the search efforts by 
relaying such information as sightings of debris and possible survivors. Information from 
the U.S. search aircraft was forwarded by way of Kadena to Houston and then to ARCO 
China shoreside search operations and finally to the Chinese commercial and military 
vessels and aircraft involved in the search and vice versa. Despite language problems and 
differences in radio types and operating frequencies, this communication link was the 
primary means of communication and effectively contributed to the coordination of the 
search efforts. 

Despite the fact that ARCO had no shoreside contingency plan for emergency 
situations, ARCO China and the NHWOC responded quickly, pooled their resources, and 
launched a competent search and rescue effort in China. The NHWOC, with the 
cooperation of the China National Emergency Committee, mobilized and coordinated the 
participation of 22 Chinese Navy surface vessels, 3 aircraft, and the Chinese fishing fleet 
at Hainan Island in the search and rescue efforts in weather conditions that were severe 
and at times life threatening. 

The Hong Kong Marine Department contributed to the effort by dispatching a vessel 
to join in and assist in the search for survivors. In addition, the Hong Kong Marine 
Department was the communication center for commercial aircraft and merchant ·vessels. 
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Both EPIRB signals were reported first to Hong Kong which, in tum, relayed this 
information to Kadena and ARCO China. The distress message on 500 kHz at 1307, 
October 27, was also reported to Hong Kong. 

' 

The Safety Board believes that ARCO China, Inc., should develop a detailed 
contingency plan for its continued operations off the coast of the People's Republic of 
China which includes communication procedures, air and sea resources, and shoreside 
facilities for various emergencies, including severe storms. This contingency plan should 
include procedures for coordination with the People's Republic of China, Hong Kong, and 
Kadena Air Force Base, Japan. 

ARCO's office in Zhanjiang was its base of operations in the PRC and was staffed by 
ARCO's operations manager, drilling superintendent, logistics manager, chief 
geophysicist, interpreter, three Chinese-speaking radio operators, and others. It was 
ARCO's usual daily working procedure to have no one in the office on duty from 1730 at 
night until 0700 in the morning except the radio operator, and according to the radio 
operator's working shift arrangement, there was no radio operator required on duty from 
0600 to 0700 and from 2300 to midnight. · The lack qf a radio operator at ARCO's office 
from 2300 to 2330 on October 25 may have prevented vi~~ information concerning the 
condition and the safety of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA from being transmitted ashore to key 
ARCO personnel. 

ARCO's Zhanjiang office also was the hub of control and communications in the 
ARCO China operations network. ARCO Zhanjiang could communicate via SSB radio with 
the drillship, the supply vessels, the helicopters, and Tian Du Base at Sanya; by telephone 
to the local office of the NHWOC; and directly to ARCO's office in Hong Kong. The 
availability of communications for emergency situations is an essential element of a 
shoreside contingency plan. Inadequate communications procedures, such as the absence 
of a continuous radio watch. in Zhanjiang and the lack of a shoreside contingency plan, 
allowed confusion as to whether the drillship had moved off location, had experienced a 
casualty, had sunk, or simply had lost radio contact for about 42 hours until the wreck of 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA was located and identified by fathometer survey. Since radio 
contact had not been established between ARCO and the drillship at 2300, the assumption 
the next morning by ARCO was that the GLOMAR JAVA SEA had dropped its anchors and 
moved off location when the NANHAI 209 found the drillship's anchor buoys. To insure 
timely notification of shoreside ARCO management personnel in case of an emergency 
offshore, it is essential that ARCO maintain a 24-hour radio watch in its Zhanjiang office. 

ARCO's SSB radio working frequency of 6521.8 kHz was assigned by the PRC. 
ARCO, in its everyday radio communications, did not monitor the high-frequency 
international calling and distress radio frequencies of either 2182 kHz or 8364 kHz of 
which their SSB units were capable. Even though the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and other 
vessels on the PRC's outer continental shelf carried equipment which would broadcast 
signals on the international calling and distress frequencies in the event of an emergency, 
neither ARCO nor the NHWOC maintained any radio listening watch on these frequencies. 
Therefore, had the GLOMAR JAVA SEA or one of its lifeboats sent out a distress radio 
signal on these frequencies, neither the ARCO radios nor the NHWOC radios would have 
received the transmissions. The frequency 500 kHz in the medium frequency band also is 
an international calling and distress radio frequency. Its use is· for keyed, Morse Code 
radiotelegraphic communications only. The Safety Board believes that the CNOOC should 
establish emergency response centers at Tian Du, Zhanjiang, Guangzhou, and other 
centers of offshore oil operations which would maintain an around-the-clock listening 
watch on the international maritime distress frequencies of 2182 kHz and 8364 kHz 
inaddition to the designated operating frequencies and in time of emergencies would 
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coordinate the activities of air and sea rescue resources and shoreside rescue centers. In 
addition, ARCO China should consult with the PRC on maintaining a 24-hour listening 
watch on 2182 kHz and 8364 kHz. 

The MARISAT communication system has a distress signal transmission capability. 
However, the rolling and starboard list of the drillship may have precluded the drillship's 
satellite antenna from maintaining a lock on the Pacific communication satellite. Once 
the lock was lost, it would have been difficult and taken some time to reestablish 
communications via MARISAT. Therefore, when the MARISAT communication to Houston 
was cut off at 2346, the crew aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA probably also lost the 
capability of transmitting a distress signal via MARISAT. The lack of any facilities to 
receive a distress message from the drillship, indicates a need for action to improve 
emergency radio procedures for vessel's operating in the South China Sea by both the 
drilling companies and the CNOOC. 

A radiotelegraphic distress transmission on 500 kHz (apparently from the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA's lifeboat) was received on a passing cargo vessel at 1307 on October 27. 
Current regulations require a portable emergency radio only on one lifeboat on each 
vessel; however, most seagoing vessels have more than one lifeboat installed. Since 
lifeboats can become separated when a vessel is abandoned in severe weather and since 
lifeboat radios are not designed for operation in inflatable liferafts, the Safety Board 
believes that each lifeboat and each inflatable liferaft should be equipped with a device, 
such as an EPIRB, to transmit distress signals automatically. An EPIRB would provide a 
means of detection by commercial aircraft or military aircraft which do not normally 
monitor the radio frequencies on which lifeboat radios transmit. Revisions to Chapters m 
and IV of SOLAS 74, which become effective July 1, 1986, include regulations requiring 
each survival craft to be provided with a manually activated survival craft EPIRB and a 
two-way radiotelephone unit and the general design requirements for each. The FCC 
already has begun the process of implementing the revisions to Chapter IV by proposing 
new FCC rules for the general design requirements for a manually activated EPIRB on 
survival craft and a two-way radiotelephone unit. However, the USCG has not yet issued 
any proposed rulemaking to implement Chapter m or to apply the EPIRB requirements to 
U.S. vessels in domestic trade. The USCG should require EPIRB's on all U.S. survival 
craft as soon as possible. 

DrilJship Manning and Crew Qualifications 

Vessels engaged in offshore oil exploration, collectively designated MODU's, are 
divided into three major categories: self-elevating rigs--vessels which utilize bottom 
bearing legs to raise their hull above the surf ace of the sea; column stabilized rigs-
vessels supported by columns on submerged buoyant lower hulls; and drillships, or drill 
barges--vessels with conventional hulls. Self-elevating rigs and drill barges have to be 
towed from location to location, drillships are self-propelled vessels, and column 
stabilized rigs can be either self-propelled or non-selfpropelled. All these vessels are 
considered vessels in navigation, except self-elevating rigs when fully elevated above the 
sea surface and, thus, are subject to the USCG manning and crew qualification laws and 
regulations. Since 1976, the Safety Board has investigated two other major marine 
accidents with a large loss of life involving vessels engaged in offshore oil exploration. 
On April 15, 1976, the self-elevating rig OCEAN EXPRESS 35/ capsized and sank with the 
loss of 13 lives, and on February 15, 1982, the column-stabilized OCEAN 
RANGER~/ capsized and sank with the loss of 84 lives. 

35/ .Q2. cit., p. 51. 
36/ .Q2· cit., p. 51. 
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In 1978, the USCG published regulations for the inspection and certification of 
mobile offshore drilling units. However, it has not included personnel qualifications or 
manning standards for MODU's in the regulations, except to specify the number and 
qualifications of lifeboatmen required to man primary lifesaving equipment and to require 
that the owner must designate an individual to be the master or person-in-charge of a 
MODU. As a result of its investigation of the capsizing and sinking of the OCEAN 
EXPRESS, the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendation M-79-43 on April 17, 1979, 
recommending that the USCG: 

Expedite the promulgation of regulations for personnel qualifications and 
manning standards for self-elevating mobil offshore drilling units, and 
require that industrial personnel who perform seafaring duties obtain 
appropriate training and licenses. · 

On June 4, 1980, the USCG responded as follows: 

The Coast Guard partially concurs with the recommendation. Manning 
and crew qualification standards are be\ng applied to MODU's of the 
''bottom bearing" non-self-propelled type (such ~.the OCEAN EXPRESS) 
as these units come under the inspection process under 46 CPR I-A in 
the next several years. Manning standards will apply only when such 
units are in navigation. At this point it is contemplated that the 
standard manning for marine personnel, while in navigation, will consist 
of: 

1 - Designated Person in Charge 
2 - Able Seaman 
1 - Ordinary Seaman 

Lifeboatman (number appropriate for the installed lifesaving 
equipment necessary to accommodate the number of 
persons on board). 

Development of requirements for personnel on structures and MODU's 
not in navigation is being developed under the authority of the OCS 
[Outer Continental Shelf] Act. The Coast Guard believes that the OCS 
Act places limitations on. the Coast Guard's ability to carry out the 
intent of this recommendation while the unit is in the bottom bearing 
mode. The OCS Act is applicable only to those activities on the United 
States Outer Continental Shelf. Accordingly, the application of a 
manning scale on units engaged in worldwide operations while in the 
bottom bearing mode is not possible under the provisions of the OCS Act. 

On June 9, 1981, the USCG further replied: 

We have attached an IMCO [International Maritime Consultative 
Organization] document entitled ·"Training Qualifications of Crews 
Serving on Mobile Offshore Units" (STW XIV /WP.4) dated 21 January 
1981 (Enclosure (2)). This document deals with a variety of 
considerations affecting units such as the OCEAN EXPRESS. Various 
duties/training qualifications of the person-in-charge and other persons 
are covered. The working group preparing the document did not 
stipulate whether the person-in-charge should be drawn from seafarer or 
regularly assigned special personnel with responsibility for others 
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(Appendix Il, 3 and 4). This recognizes reality in that a mobile unit such 
as the OCEAN EXPRESS is a complex mixture of both industrial and 
marine considerations. The Coast Guard is of a similar opinion and 
believes a person qualified under either category could function in the 
position. Although this document is currently a working paper, it is 
scheduled to be formally reviewed at the 15th session of the 
Subcommittee on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping scheduled for 
February 1982. Due to the inherent limitations of the OCS Lands Act 
and the restrictions of the domestic statutes concerning vessel 
inspection and manning, the international agreement method appears the 
most viable initial approach. Although the resulting domestic 
regulations may be somewhat fragmented (due to the diverse statutory 
authority) and lacking when considering a bottom bearing unit on a 
foreign assignment, a foreign country which subscribes to the resolution 
could fill in this gap. 

Insofar as the imposition of additional manning regulations specifically 
for MODU's, this appears to be gener~y unwarranted. Presently 
46 CFR 157.20-15 addresses the Able Seaman/Ordinary Seaman question. 
The person-in-charge qualifications would be ·best delayed pending 
international action. As the STW working paper is almost a direct copy 
of a position paper presented at the 14th session of the STW in January 
1981 by the International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC), it 
can be reasonably assumed the industry will initiate compliance. 
Further, the MODU initial inspection program should be completed 
during the late summer or early fall of 1981, utilizing the manning scale 
noted in our letter of 4 June 1980. 

The only statement in STW XIV /WP.4 concerning personnel qualifications and 
manning standards, other than emergency procedures and on board training for group 
survival states: 

3. RESPONSIBILmEs OF PERSON IN CHARGE CONCERNING 
MARITIME SAFETY TRAINING 

3.1 The person in charge should be well acquainted with the 
characteristics, capabilities and limitations of the unit. This 
person should be fully cognizant of his responsibilities for 
emergency organization and action, for conducting emergency 
drills and training, and for keeping records of such drills. 

3.2 The person in charge, or persons delegated by him, should possess 
the capability to operate and maintain on board the unit all fire
fighting equipment and life-saving appliances and be able to train 
others in these activities. 

As a result of its investigation of the capsizing and sinking of the OCEAN RANGER, 
the Safety Board on February 28, 1983, issued Safety Recommendation M-83-8 to 
supersede Safety Recommendation M-79-43 and to call for similar regulations covering all 
types of MODUs. Safety Recommendation M-83-8 recommended that the USCG: 

Expedite the promulgation of regulations regarding personnel 
qualifications and manning standards for mobile offshore drilling units. 
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In a letter dated July 20, 1983, the USCG stated that: 

The Coast Guard concurs with this recommendation. The licensing 
qualifications and examination requirements for masters, mates, chief 
engineers, and assistant engineers on mobile offshore units, which 
include mobile offshore drilling units, are part of a major regulatory 
revision project of 46 CFR Part 10. The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
is undergoing the final clearance process and is expected to be published 
shortly. 

The Safety Board has classified Safety Recommendation M-83-8 as 
"Open--Unacceptable Action" pending further response from the USCG. 

The Safety Board also issued Safety Recommendation M-83-9 on February 28, 1983: 
-

Require that the master and the person-in-charge of a mobile offshore 
drilling unit be licensed and that their licenses be endorsed as qualified 
in mobile offshore drilling operations, inclµding knowledge of U.S. Coast 
Guard regulations, stability characteristics of mobile offshore drilling 
units, the operation of ballast systems on mobiie. offshore drilling units, 
and the use of.lifesaving equipment peculiar to mobile offshore drilling 
units. 

In response to Safety Recommendation M-83-9, the USCG stated that: 

The Coast Guard concurs with this recommendation. The Coast Guard is 
initiating a regulatory project to revise 46 CFR Subchapter I-A. As part 
of this project, 46 CFR 107.111 will be revised to indicate that the 
master of mobile offshore units (which includes mobile offshore drilling 
units) shall be the person-in-charge. All mobile offshore units will be 
required to have a licensed master, either as a master of mobile offshore 
units or a conventional master's license. Included in the 46 CFR Part 10 
revision is a list of examination topics for a license as a master of 
mobile offshore units. This list includes all of the subjects mentioned in 
this recommendation. The. need to endorse a conventional master's 
license has not been addressed in this regulatory proposal since the 
conventional master ocean licenses qualify a person to serve on mobile 
offshore units without further endorsement because of the similarity in 
examination topics and more extensive seagoing experience required for 
the conventional master's license. While we recognize that the industrial 
licensed masters must be familiar with unique equipment and operating 
conditions, it is our opinion and experience that the conventional masters 
will acquaint themselves with such equipment and conditions just as 
masters presently do with different types of cargo, freight or tank 
vessels. To emphasize this fact, a paragraph has been added to the 
revision of 46 CFR Part 10 which reads as follows: "With few 
exceptions, these regulations do not specify or restrict licenses to 
particular types of service such as tankships, freight vessels, or 
passenger vessels. However, it is incumbent on every 'licensed officer to 
become familiar with all unique characteristics of each vessel served 
upon as soon as possible after reporting aboard for duty. As appropriate 
for a deck or engineer license, this includes, but is not limited to: 
maneuvering characteristics of the vessel; proper operation of the 
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installed navigation equipment; firefighting and lifesaving equipment; 
stability and loading characteristics; and main propulsion and auxiliary 
machinery. 

The Safety Board has classified Safety Recommendation M-83-9 as 
"Open--Acceptable Action." 

On August 8, 1983, the USCG published an NPRM to amend the regulations dealing 
with the licensing of merchant marine officers. Although the NPRM addressed the Safety 
Board's recommendations regarding personnel qualification standards in Safety 
Recommendations M-83-8 and -9, the NPRM did not address manning standards other 
than that the master shall be in charge. Moreover, the USCG is planning to issue a 
revised NPRM sometime in 1985 which will delay the actual promulgation of MODU 
personnel qualification standards. The capsizing and sinking of the OCEAN EXPRESS, a 
self-elevating MODU, the OCEAN RANGER, a column-stabilized MODU, and the drillship 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA all involved matters putatively under the cognizance of mariners and 
not industrial personnel. The Safety Board believes that the USCG has delayed too long 
the promulgation of MODU personnel qualification· arid manning standards and reiterates 
recommendations M-83-8 and -9. The MODU licen5e personnel qualification standards 
proposed in the August 1983 NPRM dealing with licensing generally are now scheduled to 
be revised at a date in the indefinite future. In view of the demonstrated problem and 
since the USCG has not yet addressed MODU manning standards, the Safety Board 
believes that the Secretary of Transportation should direct the USCG to promulgate 
MODU personnel qualification and manning standards as matter of urgent priority. 

The USCG Certificate of Inspection for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA stated that while 
moored the marine crew required was: one master, two able seamen, one ordinary 
seaman, one chief engineer, and two oilers. When navigating 16 hours or less between 
drilling locations, the marine· crew is to be augmented by one chief mate, one able 
seaman, one first assistant engineer, and one radio operator. The complement for more 
than 16 hours in navigation is one master, one chief mate, one second mate, one third 
mate, one radio officer, four able seamen, two ordinary seamen, one chief engineer, one 
first assistant engineer, one second assistant engineer, one third assistant engineer, and 
three oilers. The GLOMAR JAVA SEA's typhoon plan stated that when a severe storm is 
1,200 miles away, the master will place personnel on board to comply with the USCG 
manning requirements for the drillship while underway. Although some of the skills may 
have been covered by Chinese crewmembers, the requirements for licensed officers in 
addition to the drillship's normal crew of one master, one chief engineer, two third 
assistant engineers, and one radio operator would be difficult since Global Marine did not 
have any licensed officers other than the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's crew stationed in the 
PRC. Appropriate USCG licensed personnel would have had to be sent from the 
continental United States and clear PRC immigration. 

The Safety Board believes that it is an unrealistic expectation that drillships will 
augment their manning in remote areas where typhoons or other severe storms are 
frequent. Providing USCG licensed officers on short notice at frequent intervals to 
remote locations from the United States is a difficult task. Even if the appropriate 
officers had been sent from the United States when Typhoon LEX first entered the South 
China Sea, they probably would not have reached the drillship because of the severe local 
weather conditions. While in this case the master of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA had the 
option to seek shelter near Hainan Island, Global Marine should have an additional master 
or chief mate on board in remote locations during seasons of severe storms to provide the 
master with sufficient crew to safely navigate the drillship to a safe location. Global 
Marine should have a contingency plan for providing additional crewmembers. 
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The OCEAN EXPRESS, the OCEAN RANGER, and the GLOMAR JAVA SEA 
accidents all occurred when there was a division of authority and responsibility in time of 
an emergency. 

o At the time of the capsizing and sinking of the OCEAN EXPRESS, the 
bargemover (master) who worked for the Ocean Drilling and Exploration 
Company (ODECO), the owner and operator of the rig, was technically in 
command, but the ODECO toolpusher 37 I was the person normally in 
charge of the rig. The bargemover decided that there was no need to 
abandon the rig, but the toolpusher and the Marathon Oil Company 
drilling superintendent ordered the rig abandoned. 

o Although there was a USCG licensed master aboard the OCEAN 
RANGER, the person-in-charge {toolpusher), in accordance with USCG 
regulations, was an unlicensed, undocumented individual who was 
responsible for any decision to abandon the rig. Moreover, ODECO had 
designated another unlicensed, undocumented individual to conduct all 
drills, including fire and abandon ship drills. The Mobil Oil Company 
drilling foreman aboard the OCEAN RANGER, who had. control of the 
helicopter and supply vessel and not the master, maintained contact with 
shoreside commands during the severe storm. 

o On the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, although the operating manual 
recommended that the typhoon plan state that the master had absolute 
responsibility and authority for the safety of the crew and ship, the 
actual typhoon plan had no such statement. The "Critical Procedures" 
manual stated that the master had absolute responsibility and authority 
for the safety of the crew and ship but went on to say that the drilling 
superintendent was in charge until such ti!lle as the master was of the 
opinion that the ship and crew was or may become endangered. The 
ARCO drilling supervisor had exclusive control of the helicopters and 
supply vessels needed in case of an evacuation. 

The Safety Board recognizes that MODU operations are different from conventional 
vessels where the master is the person-in-charge during all operations and has both the 
authority and responsibility to insure his crew and vessel is safe at all times. On MODUs, 
the master or bargemover works for the person-in-charge, the toolpusher, or the drilling 
superintendent. In addition, the oil company representative controls the helicopters and 
supply vessels which would be used to evacuate the crew if necessary. However, these 
three accidents clearly show that both the USCG and the offshore oil industry need to 
require that qualified marine personnel be in charge of the safety of the MODU and crew 
at all times. The master should have the authority to stop drilling operations, evacuate 
crewmembers, and abandon the well site without consulting the drilling supervisor and 
with full cooperation of the oil company representative. In time of emergency, decisions 
cannot be made by a triumvirate; one person needs to be in charge and that person should 
be the master. 

Inspections 

The drydock inspection by the USCG inspector and ABS surveyor during November 
1982 and the USCG inspectors and ABS surveyor's inspections during October 1983 were 
thorough and comprehensive. However, the USCG and the ABS could improve 

37/ The industrial supervisor of drilling operations was the toolpusher. 
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the thoroughness of their inspections and surveys of MODU's. The USCG overseas 
inspection program should emphasize the use of experienced personnel to conduct 
inspections of MODU's in remote areas, such as the South China Sea. The USCG inspector 
for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA had never inspected a MODU by himself or under the 
supervision of an experienced USCG inspector. The use of inexperienced personnel by the 
USCG in remote areas should not be permitted. The overseas inspection program is not 
temporary. There are a significant number of U.S. MODU's operating throughout the 
world, and the need for overseas inspectors will continue for a long time. The Safety 
Board believes the USCG should take the necessary steps to improve the experience level 
of the inspectors utilized in the overseas inspection program. 

Although the metallurgical tests and examinations of the two fractures in starboard 
drillwater wing tank No. 6 indicate that they could not have been anticipated by a visual 
inspection before the fracture, the internal examination of tanks could be improved. The 
investigation showed that neither the USCG nor the ABS entered starboard drillwater 
wing tank No. 6 dtiring either the November 1982 ·drydocking or the October 1983 
inspections and survey. USCG policy does not require that USCG inspectors inspect a 
tank unless there is an outstanding ABS survey requirement or the USCG inspector 
suspects some problems. With the introduction of imprqved exterior hull coatings, an 
examination of the exterior hull of a vessel may no longer be an indication of the 
condition of the hull plating and internal framing. However., the internal structure of 
saltwater ballast tanks generally is not coated. Furthermore, an examination of the 
external hull plating does not indicate the condition of the internal plating. Recognizing 
the efficacy of improved hull coatings, the USCG is proposing to increase the drydock 
period for vessels in salt water from 24 to 30 months and USCG regulations already 
permit MODU's to have a special underwater survey in lieu of drydocking. 

The USCG should conduct representative inspections of nonfuel oil tanks on a vessel 
during a drydocking inspection or biennial inspection at least once between ABS special 
surveys. The USCG also should conduct representative inspections of all tanks during ABS 
special surveys and the number of tanks should be increased as the vessel gets older. The 
cost of preparing nonfuel oil tanks for inspection is considerably less than preparing fuel 
oil tanks, and nonfuel oil tanks are more susceptible to corrosion than fuel oil tanks. 

ABS survey rules require that specific tanks be examined internally at each special 
survey about every 4 to 5 years but not at any intermediate surveys. With the increase in 
time for required drydocking and the exemption from drydockings for MODU's, the ABS 
should put more emphasis on internal tank inspections. The ABS should require surveyors 
to inspect a representative sample of nonfuel oil tanks on a vessel during drydocking 
between special surveys. The number of tanks inspected should be increased as the 
vessels get older. Whether or not required by the USCG and the ABS, Global Marine 
should inspect a representative sample of nonfuel oil tanks on its drillships at least once 
every 30 months and fuel oil tanks at least once every 5 years. 

Weather Forecasts 

Adequate, regular, accurate, comprehensive, and timely weather reporting and 
forecasting information was provided to the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and ARCO China by the 
PRC Meteorological Service Company at Guangzhou and the Japan Meteorological Service 
at Tokyo. Typhoon LEX also was monitored and reported by the Royal Observatory of 
Hong Kong and the U.S. Joint Typhoon Warning Center at Guam. All four organizations 
were in agreement as to the speed, direction, development and severity of the tropical 
storm which became typhoon LEX. 
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Typhoon LEX maintained a relentless west and west-northwestward course with a 
predicted track to the north of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA's position. Typhoons and 
hurricanes are very erratic storms with the propensity and history of abruptly altering 
their course and speed as typhoon LEX did during October 23 and 24. Mariners should not 
make decisions concerning the safety of their vessel based on long range forecasts that a 
tropical storm will not affect their immediate location. Tropical storms should always be 
considered by mariners to be a potential threat when they develop in or enter the South 
China Sea. Actions to protect their vessels from the effects of tropical storms must take 
into consideration the uncertainties of the ultimate track and force of the storm. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Findings 

1. The GLOMAR JAVA SEA capsized and sank about 2355 on October 25, 1983. 

2. Deleted. 

3. Deleted. ..; 

4. Deleted. 

5. The fracturing of the hull plating in starboard wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 was not 
the result of any deliberate or accidental explosion. 

6. The fracturing of the hull plating in starboard wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 was not 
the result of any deliberate ramming or accidental collision involving a vessel. 

7. The transverse structural failure within starboard wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 was 
not the result of corrosion, fatigue, or any preexisting fracture or defect. 

8. The transverse structural failure within starboard wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 
probably was not the result of the material being overstressed due to 
longitudinal bending of the drillship under the wave conditions it experienced 
on October 25, 1983. 

9. Deleted. 

10. The damage caused by offshore supply vessels during January and August 1983 
to the portside of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA did not contribute to this accident. 

11. The GLOMAR JAVA SEA was not overloaded and had sufficient intact 
stability to withstand the effects of Typhoon LEX on October 25, 1983, 
provided no other overturning forces were acting on the drillship. 

12. Deleted. 

13. A remote gauging device in the engineroom of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA would 
have allowed the engineer on watch to detect flooding of wing tanks Nos. 6 
and 7 immediately. 

14. There is a need for the masters of mobile offshore drilling units· to be informed 
of the degree of survivability to which their unit is designed so that the master 
can take appropriate action in case of an emergency. 
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15. Maintaining the stability of Global Marine drillships at a safe level would be 
better assured if the masters were in overall charge of loading and the 
distribution of weights. 

16. The designation of nonessential personnel for evacuation during severe 
weather should appear in the individual drillship's heavy weather plan and not 
be left to the discretion of the master and the Global Marine drilling 
superintendent. 

17. Both the Peoples Republic of China weather service and the Japanese weather 
service provided the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and ARCO China with complete and 
accurate forecasts of Typhoon LEX. 

18. ARCO's lack of a shoreside contingency plan with specific radio procedures 
during severe weather allowed confusion as to whether the GLOMAR JAVA I 
SEA had a casualty, had moved off location, or simply had lost radio contact · 
for about 42 hours until the wreck was identified by a fathometer survey • 

. 
19. The lack of a radio operator at the Zhanjiang offjces of ARCO from 2300 to 

2330 on October 25 may have prevented vital information concerning the 
emergency aboard the GLOMAR JAVA SEA from being received ashore. 

20. If the NANHAI 205 bad maintained a radio watch on its single sideband radio 
between 2315 on October 25 and 0620 on October 26, there would have been 
less confusion over whether the GLOMAR JAVA SEA had sunk, moved off 
location, or lost radio communication. 

21. If the NANHAI 205 had attempted to maintain radar contact with the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA, the NANHAI 205 may have detected the sinking of the 
GLOMAR JAVA SEA. 

22. If ARCO China and Global Marine in China had had a contingency plan to 
notify the Rescue Coordination Center in Kadena, Japan, of the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA's position and other pertinent information, Kadena would not have 
had to obtain this information from Global Marine in Houston. 

23. There is a need for standby vessels suitably equipped for ocean rescue to be 
assigned to all mobile offshore drilling units, especially for those units, such as 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, which operate in isolated areas. 

24. Had the GLOMAR JAVA SEA been equipped with sufficient lifeboats on each 
side of the drillship to accommodate all persons on board, the persons who 
went down with the ship may have been able to abandon the drillship before it 
sank. 

25. . Since lifeboats and liferafts can become separated when a vessel is abandoned 
in severe weather, each survival craft should be equipped with a device to 
transmit a distress signal. 

26. The inability of ARCO and NHWOC radio operators to .receive on the 
international calling and distress radio frequencies any distress message from 
the GLOMAR JAVA SEA indicates a need for improved emergency radio 
procedures for vessels opera ting in the South China Sea. 
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27. Although there are no survivors from· the accident, it is probable that some 
crewmembers successfully abandoned the GLOMAR JAVA SEA in its starboard 
lifeboat and survived for 36 to 48 hours after the accident. 

28. The GLOMAR JAVA SEA's starboard lifeboat probably capsized during the 
afternoon or night of October 27 or early morning of October 28 and the 
persons aboard died before any of the rescue airplanes or vessels could locate 
them. 

29. Although ARCO lacked a shoreside contingency plan, ARCO managed an 
effective search and rescue effort for the GLOMAR JAVA SEA and its crew. 

30. Global Marine made a timely notification to the U.S. Coast Guard about 
11/2 hours after the MARISAT call from the GLOMAR JAVA SEA. The U.S. 
Coast Guard timely passed the information to the U.S Air Force Kadena 
Rescue Coordination Center, which had begun taking action by first light on 
October 26. 

•. 

31. Global Marine ably supported ARCO's search ~d _rescue effort by providing a 
24-hour communications link in Houston between ARCO China and Kadena 
Rescue Coordination Center in Japan and by sending personnel immediately to 
China to aid in the search and rescue effort. 

32. The Nanhai West Oil Company fully participated in the search and rescue 
effort and coordinated the efforts of the Peoples Republic of China. 

33. Kadena Rescue Coordination Center conducted a timely, thorough, and 
extensive air search. 

34. Commercial and military vessels from the Peoples Republic of China 
conducted an extensive search for survivors under hazardous conditions. · 

35. The Hong Kong Marine Department contributed to the search effort by 
relaying information and sending a vessel to aid in the search. 

36. Action to promulgate personnel qualification and manning standards for mobile 
offshore drilling units is long overdue. 

37. Global Marine did not have sufficient licensed personnel aboard the GLOMAR 
JAVA SEA or stationed in China during the typhoon season to safely operate 
the drillship if the-vessel had to move off location and seek shelter. 

\ 

38. Decisions in time of an emergency must be made by a single source of 
authority and cannot be vested in a triumvirate (master, drilling company 
supervisor, and oil company representative) as is the present practice on many 
mobile offshore drillings units. 

39. Although the USCG inspector in October 1983 conducted a comprehensive 
inspection, the USCG needs to improve the experience level of inspectors sent 
to conduct biennial inspections of mobile offshore drilling units in foreign 
waters. 
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40. With the improvement in exterior hull coatings for protection against 
corrosion, the exterior inspection by USCG inspectors and ABS surveyors 
during drydocking may not give a true indication of the condition of the 
vessel's interior structure and an internal examination of representative tanks 
is necessary. 

41. The longitudinal fracture of the main deck plating above starboard wing tanks 
Nos. 6 and 7 at the forward starboard leg of the derrick substructure probably 
occurred when the derrick hit the bottom of the ocean as the vessel was 
sinking. 

42. The transverse structural failure within starboard wing tanks Nos. 6 and 7 
probably resulted from hydrostatic pressure after the vessel sank. 

Probable Cause 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of _the 
sinking of the United States drillship GLOMAR JAVA SEA-during Typhoon LEX was the 
decision by the master, the Atlantic Richfield Company drilling supervisor, and the Global 
Marine drilling superintendent to maintain the drillship at anchor at the well site with all 
nine anchors, which subjected the vessel to the full force of the storm and allowed it to. 
capsize to starboard as a result of severe rolling while experiencing a 15° starboard list 
from an undetermined cause. Contributing to the large loss of life was the failure of the 
master, the Atlantic Richfield Company drilling supervisor, and the Global Marine drilling 
superintendent to evacuate nonessential personnel from the GLOMAR JAVA SEA before 
the weather conditions deteriorated sufficiently to make evacuation dangerous. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result of its investigation, the National Transportation Safety Board reiterated 
the following recommendations issued to the U.S. Coast Guard on February 28, 1983, as a 
result of its investigation of the capsizing and sinking of the mobile offshore drilling unit 
OCEAN RANGER on February 15, 1982: 

Expedite the promulgation of regulations regarding personnel 
qualifications and manning standards for mobile offshore drilling units. 
(M-83-8) 

Require that the master and the person-in-charge of a mobile offshore 
drilling unit be licensed and that their licenses be endorsed as qualified 
in mobile offshore drilling operations, including knowledge of U.S. Coast 
Guard regulations, stability characteristics of mobile offshore drilling 
units, the operation of ballast systems on mobile offshore drilling units, 
and the use of lifesaving equipment peculiar to mobile off shore drilling 
units. (M-83-9) 

Require that a suitable vessel, capable of retrieving. persons from the 
water under adverse weather conditions, be assigned to all U.S. mobile 
offshore drilling units at all times for the purpose of evacuating 
personnel from the unit in an emergency. (M-83-20) 
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As a result of its investigation ·of the GLOMAR JAVA SEA, the National 
Transportation Safety Board made the following recommendations: 

--to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Transportation: 

Direct the Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard to address immediately 
the early promulgation of personnel qualification and manning 
regulations for mobile offshore drilling units. (Class II, Priority Action) 
(M-84-48) 

--to the U.S. Coast Guard: 

Revise the stability standards for drillships to include the capability of 
drillships to survive the flooding of any two adjacent compartments or 
tanks located within 5 feet of the hull. (Class II, Priority Action) 
(M-84-49) 

Urge the International Maritime Organization. tc;> amend its 1979 Code 
for the Construction and Equipment of Mobile Offshore Drilling Units to 
include the capability of drillships to survive the flooding of any two 
adjacent compartments or tanks located within 5 feet of the hull. 
(Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-50) 

Require that the operating manual for a drillship include guidance on the 
degree of survivability to which it is designed and the appropriate 
countermeasures to be taken in case of flooding. (Class II, Priority 
Action) (M-84-51) 

(A recommendation made in the original report is no longer applicable.) 

Amend the U.S. Coast Guard regulations for. mobile offshore drilling 
units (46 CFR 108.503) to require each drillship to have sufficient 
lifeboats on each side to accommodate all persons onboard. (Class II, 
Priority Action) (M-84-53) 

Require as soon as possible that all U.S. Coast Guard-approved survival 
craft be provided with a radio device capable of transmitting a distress 
signal. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-54) 

Require every inspector (or the senior inspector if more than one) 
assigned to inspect U.S. mobile offshore drilling units in foreign waters 
to have had prior experience in the inspection of mobile offshore drilling 
units. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-55) 

Require that a representative sample of nonfuel oil ·tanks on all U.S. 
vessels in saltwater service be inspected internally at least once every 
30 months during drydock or biennial inspections and that the sample of 
tanks to be inspected be increased as the vessel gets older. (Class II, 
Priority Action) (M-84-56) 
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Require that a representative sample of fuel oil tanks on all U.S. vessels 
in saltwater service be inspected internally at least once every 5 years 
during drydock or biennial inspections and that the sample of tanks to be 
inspected be increased as the vessel gets older. (Class II, Priority 
Action) (M-84-57) 

--to Global Marine Drilling Company: 

Designate the master as the individual in overall charge of the ordering, 
loading, and safe stowage of all drilling equipment, drilling supplies, and 
ship consumables aboard Global Marine drillships. (Class II, Priority 
Action) (M-84-58) 

Require that shorebased rig managers of drillships operating in remote 
areas contact the cognizant rescue coordination center to preplan 
procedures for an emergency. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-59) 

Provide sufficient licensed personnel during severe weather seasons 
either aboard drillships or ashore nearby to man a drillship operating in a 
remote area to safely move off location and seek shelter if threatened 
by a severe storm. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-60) 

Review and revise all heavy weather plans for Global Marine drillships to 
include a specific list, by position, of nonessential personnel to be 
evacuated on the approach of a tropical storm, a hurricane, or a typhoon. 
(Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-61) 

Review and revise all heavy weather plans for Global Marine drillships to 
include realistic distance and time guidelines for the evacuation of 
nonessential personnel, the disconnecting of anchors, and the moving off 
location on the approach of a tropical stor.m, a hurricane, or a typhoon, 
and require that the master take these safety measures when the 
conditions arise. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-62) 

Review and revise the operating manuals of each Global Marine drillship 
to include information on its survivability in case of flooding, actions 
that should be taken by the master to minimize the effects of flooding, 
and countermeasures that should be taken by the master in case flooding 
has occurred. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-63) 

To improve the survivability of drillships, direct all masters, chief 
engineers, and drilling superintendents that adjacent wing tanks are not 
to be kept empty. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-64) 

Require representative samples of nonfuel oil tanks on drillships be 
inspected internally at least once every 30 months and that 
representative samples of fuel tanks be inspected internally at least once 
every 5 years. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-65) 

Install remote gauging systems in all drillships so the engineer on watch 
can immediately determine the liquid level in all tanks. (Class II, 
Prior!_ty Action) (M-84-66) 
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--to ARCO China, Inc: 

· Develop a detailed contingency plan for operations off the coast of the 
People's Republic of China which includes communications procedures; 
an inventory of air and sea rescue resources and shoreside facilities 
available for various emergencies, including severe storms; and a 
requirement to contact the cognizant rescue coordination center to 
establish procedures for an emergency. (Class II, Priority Action) 
(M-84-67) 

Maintain a continuous 24-hour radio watch in the Zhanjiang, People's 
Republic of China, headquarters to listen for emergency radio 
transmissions. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-68) 

Consult with the People's Republic of China on maintaining a listening 
watch in the Zhanjiang headquarters on the international distress 
frequencies 2182 kHz and 8364 kHz for emergency communications to 
improve the safety of continuing operatic>ns off the coast of the People's 
Republic of China. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-~4-69) 

--to the China National Offshore Oil Company: 

Establish emergency response centers at Tian Du, Zhanjiang, Guangzhou, 
and other centers of offshore oil operations which would maintain a 
continuous listening watch on the international maritime distress 
frequencies of 2182 kHz and 8364 kHz, as well as the designated 
operating frequencies, and in time of emergencies would coordinate 
activities of air and sea rescue resources and shoreside rescue centers. 
(Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-70) 

Require all oil companies operating off the coast of the People's 
Republic of China to develop and submit for your review detailed 
contingency plans which should include communications procedures and 
an inventory of air and sea rescue resources and shoreside facilities 
available for various emergencies, including severe storms. (Class II, 
Priority Action) (M-84-71) 

Require that a suitable vessel, capable of retrieving persons from the 
water under adverse conditions, be assigned to all mobile offshore 
drilling units operating off the coast of the People's Republic of China at 
all times for the purposes of evacuating personnel from the unit in an 
emergency. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-72) ' 

Require the standby vessels for a mobile offshore drilling unit off the 
coast of the People's Republic of China to maintain a 24-hour radio 
watch on radio distress and operating frequencies and to use their radar 
during periods of reduced visibility to maintain contact with the mobile 
off shore drilling unit. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-73) 
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--to the American Bureau of Shipping: 

Revise the stability criteria contained in the Rules for Building and 
Classing Mobile Offshore Drilling Units to include the capability of 
drillships to survive the flooding of any two adjacent compartments or 
tanks within 5 feet of the hull. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-74) 

(A recommendation made in the original report is no longer applicable.) 

Require that a representative sample of nonfuel oil tanks be inspected 
internally at least once every 30 months for vessels in saltwater service 
and that the sample of tanks to be inspected be increased as the vessel 
gets older. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-76) 

-to the International Association of Drilling Contractors: 

Urge that member contractors review the chain of command aboard 
their mobile offshore drilling units to insure that the licensed master or 
bargemover can eff~ctively exercise full authority over the unit during 
an emergency. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-77) 

Urge that member contractors contact the cognizant rescue coordination 
center to preplan procedures for an emergency involving mobile offshore 
drilling units in remote locations. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-84-78) 

REVISED REPORT ADOPTED 
BY THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD* 

March 3, 1987 

Isl JIM BURNET!' 
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!/ This report was revised based on the Safety Board's re.ply to a Petition for 
Reconsideration of probable cause and findings. (See appendix H.) The original report 
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